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1 Introduction 

Web content plays an increasingly important role in the knowledge-based society, and the 

preservation and long-term accessibility of Web history has high value (e.g., for scholarly 

studies, market analyses, intellectual property disputes, etc.). There is strongly growing interest 

in its preservation by libraries and archival organizations as well as emerging industrial services. 

Web content characteristics (high dynamics, volatility, contributor and format variety) make 

adequate Web archiving a challenge. 

The European funded project LiWAs looked beyond the pure “freezing” of Web content 

snapshots for a long time, by transforming pure snapshot storage into a “Living” Web Archive. In 

order to create Living Web Archives, the LiWA project addressed R&D challenges in the 

following three areas: ArchiveFidelity, Archive coherence and Archive interpretability.  

This report summarizes the results and findings of the LiWA project during the 36 month project 

runtime. For readability reasons it is not possible to present the results in every detail. Therefore 

the interested reader is pointed to the related publications mentioned in the sections to get more 

details. 

In chapter 2 a brief overview about the current state in Web archiving in general with a special 

focus on the challenges addressed in LiWA will be given. In chapter 3 the research and 

development results are presented. Approaches to improve the archive completeness especially 

for crawling dynamic pages and rich media content are presented in section 3.1. The problem of 

identifying and filtering spam during and after crawls is addressed in section 3.2. Section 3.3 
presents’ new approaches for improving the coherence of crawls and to adapt the crawling 

schedule according to page update frequencies. Finally, the generic problem of ensuring the 

accessibility of archives for future generations by identifying and tracking word senses over time 

will be described in section 3.4. 

Chapter 4 gives use cases and examples on how the LiWA technology can be used for example 

in Audio-Visual-Archives or for improving the quality of Corporate or National Web archives. 
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2 Web Archiving Overview 

Since 1996, several projects have pursued Web archiving (e.g., [AL98]; [ACM+02]). The Heritrix 

crawler [MKS+04], jointly developed by the Internet Archive and several Scandinavian national 

libraries and the Internet Archive through the International Internet Preservation Consortium, is a 

mature and efficient tool for archival-quality crawling. The IIPC has also developed or sponsored 

the development of additional open-source tools and an ISO standard for web archives (ISO 

28500 WARC standard). 

On the operational side, the Internet Archive2 and its European sibling, the Internet Memory 

(formerly European Archive), have compiled a repository of more than 2 Petabyte of web content 

and are growing at more than 400 Terabytes per year. A large number of national libraries and 

national archives are now also actively archiving the Web as part of their heritage preservation 

mission. 

The method of choice for memory institutions is client-side archiving based on crawling. This 

method is derived from search engine crawl and has a number of limitations in the current 

implementations like crawl coherence, spam detection, multimedia crawling. In the following we 

have grouped them in three main problem areas: archive fidelity, temporal coherence, and 

interpretability. 

 

2.1 Archive Fidelity 

The first problem area is the archive's fidelity and authenticity to the original. Fidelity comprises, 

the ability to capture all types of content, including non-standard types of Web content such as 

streaming media, which can often not be captured at all by in an existing Web crawler 

technology. In Web archiving today, state of the art crawlers, based on page parsing for link 

extraction and human monitoring of crawls, are at their intrinsic limits. Highly skilled and 

experienced staff and technology-dependent incremental improvement of crawlers are 

permanently required to keep up with the evolution of the Web; this increases the barrier to entry 

in this field and often produces dissatisfying results due to poor fidelity. Consequently this leads 

to increased costs of storage and bandwidth due to the unnecessary capture of irrelevant 

content. 

Current crawlers fail to capture all Web content, because the current Web comprises much more 

than simple HTML pages: dynamically created pages, e.g., based on JavaScript or flash; 

multimedia content that is delivered using media-specific streaming protocols; hidden Web 

content that resides in data repositories and content-management systems behind Web site 

portals.  

In addition to the resulting completeness challenges, one also needs to avoid useless content, 

typically Web spam. Spam classification and page-quality assessment is a difficult issue for 

search engines; for archival systems it is even more challenging as they lack information about 

usage patterns (e.g., click profiles) at capture time, which should ideally filter spam during the 

crawl process.  

LiWA has developed novel methods for content gathering of high-quality Web archives. They are 

presented in Section 3.1 (on completeness) and 3.2 (on filtering Web spam) of this report. 
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2.2 Archive Coherence 

The second problem area is a consequence of the Web's intrinsic organization and of the design 

of Web archives. Current capture methods for instance are based on snapshot crawls and “exact 

duplicate” detection. The archive's integrity and temporal coherence – proper dating of content 

and proper cross-linkage - is therefore entirely dependent on the temporal characteristics 

(duration, frequency, etc.) of the crawl process. Without addressing these issues proper 

interpretation of archived content could be very difficult in many cases. 

Ideally, the result of a crawl is a snapshot of the Web at a given time point. In practice, however, 

the crawl itself needs an extended time period to gather the contents of a Web site. During this 

time span, the Web continues to evolve, which may cause incoherencies in the archive. Current 

techniques for content dating are not sufficient for archival use, and require extensions for better 

coherence and reduced cost of the gathering process. Furthermore, the desired coherence 

across repeated crawls, each one operating incrementally, poses additional challenges, but also 

opens up opportunities for improved coherence, specifically to improve crawl revisit strategies. 

These issues will be addressed in Section 3.3 of this report (Temporal coherence). 

 

2.3 Archive Interpretability 

The third problem area is related to the factors that will affect Web archives over the long-term, 

such as the evolution of terminology and the conceptualization of domains underlying and 

contained by a Web archive collection. This has the effect that users familiar with and relying 

upon up-to-date terminology and concepts will find it increasingly difficult to locate and interpret 

older Web content. This is particularly relevant for long-term preservation of Web archives, since 

it is not sufficient to just be able to store and read Web pages in the long run – a "living" Web 

archive is required, which will also ensure accessibility and coherent interpretation of past Web 

content in the distant future. It is for instance important that Bombay and Mumbai refer to the 

same entity, but at different times. 

Methods for extracting key terms and their relations from a document collection produce a 

terminology model at a given time. However, they do not consider the semantic evolution of 

terminologies over time. Three challenges have to be tackled to capture this evolution: 1) 

extending existing models to take the temporal aspect into account, 2) developing algorithms to 

create relations between terminology snapshots in view of changing meaning and usage of 

terms, 3) presenting the semantic evolution to users in an easily comprehensible manner. The 

availability of temporal information opens new opportunities to produce higher-quality 

terminology models. Advance in this domain are presented in Section 3.4 of this report 

(Semantic evolution). 

 

2.4 Reference 

[ACM+02] Abiteboul, Cobéna, Masanès, Sédrati, A First Experience in Archiving the French 

Web. In Proc. ECDL, Rome, Italy, September 2002. 

[AL98] Arvidson and Lettenstrom, The Kulturarw project — The Swedish Royal archive, The 

Electronic Library, 16(2):105–108, 1998. 

[MKS+04] Mohr, Kimpton, Stack, Ranitovic, Introduction to Heritrix, an archival quality web 

crawler. In Proc. IWAW, Bath, United Kingdom, September 2004. 
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3 Technologies developed in LiWA 

3.1 Improving Archive’s Completeness 

Despite the significant effort of standardization from the W3C, Web publication technologies 

constant evolution raises periodically new challenges in Web Archiving. The first and foremost 

goal of Web archivists is to capture full and representative versions of Web material. This 

requires sometime capturing hundreds of elements for the most complex pages (images, video, 

style sheets etc.).  How to do this when complexity of publication and scale of operation grows is 

the challenge that this part of LIWA has been addressing. 

 

3.1.1 Execution-based crawling 

3.1.1.1 Problem Statement and State of the Art 

One of the key problems in Web Archiving is the discovery of resources (pages, embeds, videos 

etc.). Starting from known pages, tools to capture Web content have to discover all linked 

resources, including embeds (images, cuss etc.), and this even when they belong to the same 

site as no listing function is implemented in the http protocol. ‘Crawlers’ traditionally do this. 

These tools automatically use an initial set of pages (seeds) to extract links from the HTML code 

and add them to a queue, called the frontier, before fetching them. It then iterates on the 

discovered pages. 

This method has been designed at a time where the Web was entirely made of simple HTML 

pages and did work perfectly in this context. When navigational links started becoming coded 

with more sophisticated means, like scripts or executable code, embedded or not in html, this 

method has shown its limits.  

We can classify navigational links in broadly three categories depending on the type of code in 

which they are encoded. 

• Explicit links (source code is available and full path is explicitly stated) 

• Variable links (source code is available but use variables to encode the path) 

• Opaque links (source code not available) 

Current crawling technologies, only address the first and partially the second category. For the 

latter, crawlers use heuristics to append file and path names to reconstruct the full URL. Heritrix 

has even a mode in which every possible combination of path and file names found in 

embedded JavaScript are combined and tested. However, this method has a high cost in terms 

of number of fetches.  

Besides, it still misses the cases where variables are used as a parameter to code the URL. For 

those cases, as well as for the opaque navigational links (third category), the only solution is to 

actually execute the code to get the links. This is what LiWA has been exploring. Although the 

result of this research is proprietary technology from one of the participants (Hanzo Archives), 

we will expose the approach taken at a general level. 
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A new crawling paradigm 

Executing pages for capturing sites requires mainly three things.  

The first is to run an execution environment (HTML plus JavaScript, Flash etc.) in a controlled 

manner so that discoverable links can be extracted systematically. Web browsers can provide 

this functionality but they are designed to execute and fetch links one at a time following the user 

interaction. The solution consists in tethering these browsers so that they execute all code 

containing links and extract links without directly fetching the linked resources, but adding it to a 

list (similar to a crawler frontier).  

The second challenge is to encapsulate these headless browsers in a crawler-like workflow, with 

the purpose of systematically exploring all the branches of the web graph. The difficulty comes 

from the fact that some contextual variables can be used in places, where a simple one-pass 

execution of the target code (HTML plus JavaScript, Flash etc.) remains incomplete. This 

challenge has been called non-determinism [MBD*07]. 

The last but not the least of the challenges, is to optimize this process so that it can scale to the 

size required for archiving sites.  

These challenges have been addressed separately in the literature for different purposes. It has 

been for instance the case for malware detection [WBJR06, MBD*07,YKLC08], site adaptation 

[JHBa08] and site testing [BTGH07].  

However to the best of our knowledge, LiWA is the first attempt to address the three challenges 

together (systematic extraction, headless browser execution in a crawling workflow and 

scalability), and this for archiving purposes. 

This is has been implemented in the new crawler that one of the partner has developed (Hanzo 

Archives Ltd) and it is already used in production by them to archive a wide range of sites that 

can’t be archived by pre-existing crawlers, as well as in testing by another of the LiWA partner, 

the Internet Memory Foundation (formerly European Archive). 

3.1.1.2 Evaluation 

Given the complexity and variety of cases that can be found on the Web, it is not a trivial task to 

compare two crawlers. To give a fair evaluation of the achievement of the crawling technology 

developed in LIWA, it was decided to proceed to two complementary evaluations: 

• Quantity assessment – a quantitative evaluation of the crawl logs. Here the aim is to give 

a precise measure of the improvements by comparing the crawl results on different types 

of URLs. 

• Quality assessment – a quality analysis of the results, based on a manual verification of 

the archived contents focusing on key resource identified during the QA process to be 

missing. This method is not intended to be an exhaustive analysis of the crawl results but 

has the advantage over the quantity assessment to remove possible noise in the analysis 

(one having more files, but not more real contents). 

 

Quantitative assessment 

The first approach compares values collected from the crawl logs for each test set. The results 

of the quantitative assessment are summarized in Table 1 (more details are given in report 

D6.8). 
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Heritrix Link Extractor 

HTTP 

200 

HTTP 

404 

Total # 

Unique 

URLs 

Mime 

Type 

Image 

HTTP 

200 

HTTP 

404 

Total # 

Unique 

URLs 

Mime 

Type 

Image 

TOTAL 1302 384 1665 914 3590 102 3775 2185 

Table 1: Quantitative evaluation of the link extractor 

 

We selected the following relevant parameters for quantitative assessment: 

HTTP 200, Success Ok: The number of successfully downloaded URLs is a measure of 

goodness of crawl. Since the scoping parameters are the same for both Heritrix and Link 

Extractor jobs, a bigger value of HTTP 200 indicates a better method. 

HTTP 404, Not Found: compares the number of not-found URLs detected by the methods. A 

limited number of 404s corresponds indeed to not-found URLs on the Web server (e.g.: broken 

links or resources temporary unavailable). Most of them are actually artifacts of the crawl with 

Heritrix, as it uses heuristics to ‘guess’ URL from JavaScript fragments. These heuristics have 

the disadvantage of generating false URL, which, in return, get 404 from the server. Since the 

link extractor "executes the pages", it generates lower number of non-valid URLs and shows 

smaller values in the HTTP 404 column. 

Total # Unique URLs: shows an estimated size of the crawl and the total number of URLs 

explored for each case. A direct comparison of the total numbers is less pertinent, since this 

number combines both the existing and non-valid URLs. 

MIME type image: to obtain a finer grained comparison of the relevant URLs we included the 

number of Web contents of the image type (GIF, JPEG, PNG) discovered during the crawl. 

Overall, the link extractor detects significantly more resources (almost three times more), which 

indicates a much better coverage of the capture. It also comes with a reduced number of broken 

links decreasing the unnecessary load on the Web servers.  

 

Qualitative assessment 

This analysis was manually performed through the QA process. For each test set we identified 

several key elements (video, css, flash, images) that must be present in a capture of good 

quality (based on experience of capture and quality patching at EA). The key elements in each 

page (altogether the ‘target’) were visually identified and their URLs were recorded. 
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The crawl results have been analyzed in order to check if the key elements were properly 

collected. Table 2: Qualitative evaluation of the Link Extractor presents the summary of this 

analysis. 

Domain 
Key Elements 

Target Heritrix % Link Extractor % 

TOTAL/AVERAGE 576 47 8 % 366 63 % 

Table 2: Qualitative evaluation of the Link Extractor 

The target column in the table represents the number of key elements identified for each test set 

(i.e. DOCs, PDFs, images). For the Web pages with Flash, the key elements are a combination 

of various Flash objects, including XML files for Flash, parameters, and images. A precise target 

is difficult to determine for some particular cases. The figures take into account the number of 

Flash elements and images loaded by the Flash objects that have been discovered by the 

crawler and recorded in the logs. 

In a global analysis, the total amount of collected resources and the average ratios point out a 

real difference between the two comparative crawls. Neither Heritrix nor the Link Extractor had 

collected the total number of the target URLs. However, for the selected cases, the Link 

Extractor collected more key elements (63%) than Heritrix (8%).  All details of this comparison 

are presented in deliverable D 6.8. 

 

3.1.1.3 Conclusion 

From both quantitative and qualitative analyses we have seen significant improvements in the 

quality of the crawls. It is worth noting that these improvements are obtained on small-scale 

crawls. Indeed, the link extractor increases processing time, however it is largely compensated 

by the fact that it saves human operator's time. These results show that it is already clearly a 

benefit for a second-line crawling tool. More engineering will be required to extend the crawler 

for larger crawls. 
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3.1.2 Archiving Rich Media Content 

3.1.2.1 Problem statement and state of the Art 

Technology developed to serve video, have always been dominated by the need of the media 

industry, specifically when it comes to avoiding direct access to the files by the users. As a side 

effect, it has made the web archivist's task of gathering content (hence files) becomes much 

more difficult, requiring the development of specific approaches and tools. 

However, the protocols used for traditional applications were not designed to account for the 

specificities of multimedia streams, namely their size and real-time needs. At the same time 

networks are shared by millions of users and have limited bandwidth, unpredictable delay and 

availability. The design of real-time protocols for multimedia applications is a challenge that 

multimedia networking must face. 

Multimedia applications need a transport protocol to handle a common set of services. The 

transport protocol does not have to be as complex as TCP. The goal of the transport protocol is 

to provide end-to-end services that are specific to multimedia applications and that can be 

clearly distinguished from conventional data services: 

(i) A basic framing service is needed, defining the unit of transfer, typically common with the 

unit of synchronization; 

(ii) Multiplexing (combining two or more information channels onto a common transmission 

medium) is needed to identify separate media in streams; 

(iii) Timely delivery is needed; 

(iv) Synchronization is needed between different media and is also a common service to 

networked multimedia applications. 

Despite the growth in multimedia, there have been few studies that focus on characterizing 

streaming audio and video stored on the Web. Mingzhe Li et al. [LCKN05] presented the results 

of their investigation on nearly 30,000 streaming audio and video clips identified on 17 million 

Web pages from diverse geographic locations. The streaming media objects were analysed to 

determine attributes such as media type, encoding format, play out duration, bitrate, resolution, 

and codec. The streaming media content encountered is dominated by proprietary audio and 

video formats with the top four commercial products being RealPlayer, Windows Media Player, 

MP3 and QuickTime. Like similar Web phenomena, the duration of streaming media follows a 

power-law distribution. 

A more focused study was conducted in [BaSa06], analysing the crawl sample of the media 

collection for several Dutch radio-TV Web sites. RealMedia files represented three quarters of 

the streaming media and almost one quarter were Windows Media files. The detection of 

streaming objects during the crawl proved to be difficult, as there are no conventions on file 

extensions and mime types. 

Another extensive data-driven analysis on the popularity distribution of user-generated video 

contents is presented by Meeyoung Cha et al. in [CKR*07]. Video content in standard Video-on-

Demand (VoD) systems has been historically created and supplied by a limited number of media 

producers. The advent of User-Generated Content (UGC) has reshaped the online video market 

enormously, as well as the way people watch video and TV. The paper analysis YouTube, the 

world's largest UGC VoD system, serving 2 Billions videos and on which35 hours of video are 
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uploaded every minute1. The study is focused on the nature of the user behaviour, different 

cache designs and the implications of different UGC services on the underlying infrastructures. 

YouTube alone is estimated to carry 60% of all videos online, corresponding to a massive 50-

200 Gb/s of server access bandwidth on a traditional client-server model. 

Few research projects have been focussing on capturing capabilities for the streaming media 

and deal with the real-time protocols used for the broadcast. 

A complex system for video streaming and recording is proposed by the HYDRA (High 

Performance Data Recording Architecture) project [ZPD*04]. It focuses on the acquisition, 

transmission, storage, and rendering of high-resolution media such as high-quality video and 

multiple channels of audio. HYDRA consists of multiple components to achieve its overall 

functionality. Among these, the data-stream recorder includes two interfaces to interact with data 

sources: a session manager to handle RTSP communications and multiple recording gateways 

to receive RTP data streams. A data source connects to the recorder by initiating an RTSP 

session with the session manager, which performs the following functions: controls admission for 

new streams; maintains RTSP sessions with sources; and manages the recording gateways. 

Malanik et al. describe a modular system, which provides capability for capturing videos and 

screen casts from lectures and presentations in any academic or commercial environment 

[MDDC08]. The system is based on client-server architecture. A client node sends streams from 

available multimedia devices to local area network. The server provides functions for capturing 

video from streams and for distributing the captured video files using torrent. 

The FESORIA system [PMV*08] is an analysis tool, which is able to process the logs gathered 

from the streaming servers and proxies. It combines the extracted information with other types of 

data, such as content metadata, content distribution networks architecture, user preferences, 

etc. All this information is analysed in order to generate reports on service performance, access 

evolution and user preferences, and thus to improve the presentation of the services. 

With regard to the TCP streaming delivered over HTTP, a recent measurement study [WKST08] 

indicated that a significant fraction of Internet streaming media is currently delivered over HTTP. 

TCP generally provides good streaming performance when the achievable TCP throughput is 

roughly twice the media bitrate, with only a few seconds of start-up delay. 

 

Tools available 

There are several end-users tools, usually called streaming media recorders, allowing streaming 

audio and video content capture. Most of them are commercial software, especially running on 

Microsoft Windows and few of them are really able to capture all kind of streams. 

 

Off-the-shelf  commercial software 

Some commercial software such as GetASFStream [ASFS] and CoCSoft Stream Down [CCSD] 

are able to capture streaming content through various streaming protocols. But this software is 

usually not free and if so, they often had legal difficulties, like StreamBox VCR [SVCR], which 

has been prosecuted in justice. 

Some useful information on capturing streaming media is summarised on the following Web 

                                                

1
http://royal.pingdom.com/2011/01/12/internet-2010-in-numbers/ 
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sites: 

 http://all-streaming-media.com 

 http://www.how-to-capture-streaming-media.com 

The most interesting software charted on these sites are those running on Linux platform, as 

they all areopen-source and command-line based software which make it possible to integrate 

them. 

 

Open-source software: MPlayer Project 

MPlayer [MPlP] is an open-source media player project developed by voluntary programmers 

around the world. The MPlayer project is also supported by the Swiss Federal Institute of 

Technologies in Zürich (ETHZ), which hosts the www4.mplayerhq.hu mirror, an alias for 

mplayer.ethz.ch. MPlayer is a command-line based media player, which also comes with an 

optional GUI. It allows playing and capturing a wide range of streaming media formats over 

various protocols. As of now, it supports streaming via HTTP/FTP, RTP/RTSP, MMS/MMST, 

MPST, SDP. In addition, MPlayer can dump streams (i.e. download them and save to files on 

the disk) and supports HTTP, RTSP, MMS protocols to record Windows Media, RealMedia and 

QuickTime video content. Since the MPlayer project is under constant development, new 

features, modules and codecs are constantly added. Besides, MPlayer offers a good 

documentation and manual available on its Web site, with a continuous help (for bug reports) on 

the mailing list and archives. 

MPlayer runs on many platforms (Linux, Windows and MacOS), including a large set of codecs 

and libraries. It has been used for the LiWA project. 
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Figure 2: Archived version with linking details 

Figure 1: Live site with RTMP Video 
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3.1.2.2 Video capture using external downloaders 

As part of the new technologies for Web archiving developed in the LiWA project (see [PVM10]), 

a specific module was designed to enhance the capturing capabilities of the crawler, with 

regards to different multimedia content types (for an early attempt on this topic at IM see [Baly 

2006]). The current version of Heritrix is mainly based on the HTTP/HTTPS protocol and it 

cannot treat other content transfer protocols widely used for the multimedia content (such as 

streaming). 

The LiWARich Media Capture module2 delegates the multimedia content retrieval to an external 

application (such as MPlayer3 or FLVStreamer4) that is able to handle a larger spectrum of 

transfer protocols. 

The module is constructed as an external plugin for Heritrix. Using this approach, the 

identification and retrieval of streams is completely de-coupled, allowing the use of more efficient 

tools to analyse video and audio content. At the same time, using the external tools helps in 

reducing the burden on the crawling process. 

 

Architecture 

The module is composed of several sub-components that communicate through messages. We 

use an open standard communication protocol called Advanced Message Queuing Protocol 

(AMQP)5.  

The integration of the Rich Media Capture module with the crawler is shown in the Figure 3 and 

the workflow of the messages can be summarized as follows. 

The plugin connected to Heritrix detects the URLs referencing streaming resources and it 

constructs for each one of them an AMQP message. This message is passed to a central 

Messaging Server. The role of the Messaging Server is to de-couple Heritrix from the clustered 

streaming downloaders (i.e. the external downloading tools). The Messaging Server stores the 

URLs in queues and when one of the streaming downloaders is available, it sends the next URL 

for processing. 

In the software architecture of the module we identify three distinct sub modules: 

• First control module responsible for accessing the Messaging Server, starting new jobs, 

stopping them and sending alerts; 

• A second module used for stream identification and download (here an external tool is 

used, such as the MPlayer); 

• A third module, which repacks the downloaded stream into a format recognized by the 

access tools (WARC writer). 

 

 

 

                                                

2 http://code.google.com/p/liwa-technologies/source/browse/rich-media-capture 

3 http://www.mplayerhq.hu 

4 http://savannah.nongnu.org/projects/flvstreamer/ 

5 http://www.amqp.org/confluence/display/AMQP/Advanced+Message+Queuing+Protocol 
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When available, a streaming downloader connects to the Messaging Server to request a new 

streaming URL to capture. Upon receiving the new URL, an initial analysis is done in order to 

detect some parameters, among others the type and the duration of the stream. Of course, if the 

stream is live, a fixed configurable duration may be chosen. 

After a successful identification the actual download starts. The control module generates a job, 

which is passed to the MPlayer along with safeguards to ensure that the download will not take 

longer than the initial estimation. 

After a successful capture, the last step consists in wrapping the captured stream into a WARC 

file, which is moved afterwards to the final storage. 

Another solution for managing video downloaders is to completely de-couple the video capture 

module from the crawler and launch it in the post-processing phase. That implies the 

replacement of the crawler plugin with a log reader and an independent manager for the video 

downloaders. 

The advantages of this approach (used at IM for instance) are: 

• A global view on the total number of video URIs  

• A better management of the resources (number of video downloaders sharing the 

bandwidth)  

The main drawback of this method is related to the incoherencies that might appear between the 

crawl time of the Web site and the video capture in the post-processing phase:  

• Some video content might disappear (during one or two days delay) 

• The video download is blocked waiting for the end of the crawl 

Therefore, there is a trade-off when managing the video downloading, between: shortening the 

time for the complete download, handling error (for video contents served by slow servers), and 

optimizing the total bandwidth used by multiple downloaders.  

 

Figure 3: Streaming Capture Module interacting witht the crawler 
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Evaluation and Conclusion 

A detailed evaluation of the module is presented in deliverable D6.8. The main results of this 

evaluation shows, for the now most common streaming protocol (RTMP) that more than 80% of 

the total number of video files (the exact number varies from 83% to 95%) were successfully 

retrieved by the new media-capturing module. 

Since the project started, we have seen a strong ‘come-back’ of http as main protocol for serving 

video, mainly because of the success of Flash over http video players. With the finalization of 

HTML 5 specifications it is likely that this will even more the case in the future. However, some 

of the reasons behind the success of opaque proprietary protocols like RTMP remain and it is 

not certain at this point that some sites will not continue to use these protocols to better control 

the diffusion of their content. But if such a transition happens, this module will be useful for a 

number of years ahead of us. 
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3.1.3 Adversarial Module 

The web’s complexity and experience gathered in developing the execution-based extractor lead 

to think that there is no ‘one-size fits all’ solution for high quality web archiving. Indeed, it is more 

and more clear that several approaches need to be orchestrated to achieve better results. This 

obviously introduces some level complexity in the traditional design of web crawlers. More tools 

need to be orchestrated, that can deal with variety of content based on rules. The development 

or APIs enable a new way to interact with servers and represent an important new route to 

consider in some cases. 

This section presents the result of a first explorations made in this direction. They are only 

preliminary and further work R&D work will be needed in the future on this problem. 

LIWA project had identified since the beginning the need to orchestrate various methods and 

tools under the name of an ‘adversarial module’. The idea is to select the collection method for 

any given item in the crawler’s queue using rules in order to maximize crawl quality and speed.  

In the Hanzo crawler there are four main collection mechanisms:  

1. The Execution based link extractor  

2. A HTML parsing extractor  

3. Video download mechanism (similar to what is described in the previous section using 

Heritrix) 

4. A binary download mechanism  

The crawler chooses the appropriate capture mechanism from this list based on rules. The rules 

are currently hand crafted based on test crawling and experience.  

In the IM implementation, several crawlers are orchestrated in a pipeline that ensures integration 

with a full workflow of processing (including indexing and QA) in a comparable manner. 

Some consideration was given to automatic selection based on the target content and this is 

described below. This is obviously permanently improved as new crawling problems arise. 

The rules identified so far fall under two categories: content type routing and page type routing. 

3.1.3.1 Content type routing 

Type routing is normally done to ensure the highest quality capture. In particular videos and 

binary files benefit by being downloaded with specific regard to their unique features: the 

protocols used by video or the large size of some binary downloads for example. The rules for 

this type of routing are based on trying to identify the type of content pointed at by a URL. Some 

examples of the kinds of rules used in production are: 

• The URL was discovered in a specific way – for example as part of video configuration  

• The URL has some distinguishing feature – for example a file extension being used or 

having a specific path fragment (eg. …/video…)  

• A parameter is used in the URL which was identified as being associated with a binary 

download  
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3.1.3.2 Page type routing  

For the most common type of resource -html based files - there are two tools available for 

capture. The execution based link extractor and the traditional HTML parser.  

The tradeoff between the two is complex. On one hand, as can be seen in Figure 4, the 

execution based extractor is an order of magnitude slower than the parsing based extractor. 

However, particularly on complex and more modern pages, the execution-based extractor 

discovers far more links and will therefore result in a higher crawl quality.  The HTML parser can 

unintentionally speed up the crawl by not finding large numbers of links and reducing the crawl 

size, and hence quality, which although making the crawl faster is not a desired outcome. 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of parsing-based (in green) and execution-based (in red) extraction 

 

3.1.3.3 How to decide 

The choice between ensuring that the largest number of links is discovered and minimizing the 

crawl time is complex. Our initial idea was to automatically select between the two by comparing 

the links found with one extractor and then with the other. The mechanism to try each page with 

each extractor turned out to be complex, to add considerable overhead in itself and to not 

produce clear-cut results.  

We turned instead to using simple rules to select the extractor. From our experimentation it 

seems that the topology of the site is key in selecting the collection mechanism. Parts of sites 

that are highly dynamic and interconnected will always require the execution based extractor, 

other parts of sites need the use the of the execution based extractor at first in order to drive the 

navigation mechanisms but then benefit from fast HTML based extraction to collect all of the 
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resources, other more static parts of the site do not need the execution based extractor at all.  

Some examples of the rules that we use are: 

• Use the HTML based extractor after a certain amount of time or numbers of URLs have 

been collected. This is shown in Figure 5: Transition to parsing-based crawl after a 

certain delay (in days). 

• The use of regular expressions to identify parts of the target site(s) to use one extractor 

or the other based on test crawling.  

Both rules are very effective in reducing crawl time without sacrificing crawl quality. 

 

 

3.1.3.4 API Collection  

As the web has matured and websites have increasingly come to contain rich data collections 

other users of the web have wanted access to those collections of data. An API is a common 

feature on a website providing access to other websites, mobile applications and search tools.  

For the web archivist these APIs can provide access to data not otherwise accessible, richer 

metadata, event triggers and sometimes better link discovery for the web content. As part of the 

LIWA project the Hanzo crawler has been enhanced with a number of features allowing it to 

explore and archive the APIs of websites.  

 

Formats 

The REST style API served over HTTP has come to be, by far, the most common API format on 

the web. This fits well with crawlers, which are designed to work with HTTP requests. 

Data is typically served as either XML or JSON and by providing the crawler with the ability to 

parse these natively (as opposed to trying to treat them as text documents). Links and resources 

can be extracted from them. Content type routing rules in the adversarial module (see section 

Figure 5: Transition to parsing-based crawl after a certain delay (in days). 
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3.1.5)can be used to send the API calls to the correct parsers. 

 

Conversation 

The ISO 28500:WARC format allows the whole http conversation to be recorded. The capture of 

both the request and the response is essentially in being able to playback or analyse the 

archived material from the API. 

The support for HTTP POST added to the Hanzo crawler is also very important in crawling APIs. 

 

Link Discovery in API 

One big problem with API archiving has been discovering how to use the API in order to extract 

data.  

Consider the archived fragment of a twitter API Search:  

 

warc/1.0 

WARC-Type: request 

WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:ffc509cc-2c88-11e0-b4a0-109adda718a0> 

WARC-Date: 2011-01-30T12:46:29Z 

Content-Length: 228 

Content-Type: application/http;msgtype=request 

WARC-Concurrent-To: <urn:uuid:ffc50df0-2c88-11e0-b4a0-109adda718a0> 

WARC-Block-Digest: sha256:4fabe8ceb46685e5e32680025514438a46f0665daa331b64e6487a6f605cd864 

WARC-Target-URI: /search.json?q=archive 

 

GET /search.json?q=archive HTTP/1.1 

{'Host': 'search.twitter.com', 'Connection': 'close', 'User-Agent': 'Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; 

c) AppleWebKit/528.5+ (KHTML, like Gecko, Safari/528.5+)  +http://www.hanzoarchives.com'} 

 

warc/1.0 

WARC-Type: response 

WARC-Record-ID: <urn:uuid:ffc50df0-2c88-11e0-b4a0-109adda718a0> 

WARC-Date: 2011-01-30T12:46:29Z 

Content-Length: 12443 

Content-Type: application/http;msgtype=response 

WARC-Concurrent-To: <urn:uuid:ffc509cc-2c88-11e0-b4a0-109adda718a0> 

WARC-Block-Digest: sha256:a00046c039ae8b20ce2ea3d7ed9b1f243f089a6c3498f864a84a00d9cdd866c4 

WARC-Target-URI: http://search.twitter.com/search.json?q=archive 

 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Date: Sun, 30 Jan 2011 12:46:30 GMT 

Server: hi 

Status: 200 OK 

X-Served-From: slc1-aat-34-sr1 

X-Runtime: 0.03750 
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Content-Type: application/json; charset=utf-8 

X-Timeline-Cache-Hit: Hit 

X-Served-By: slc1-acb-32-sr1.prod.twitter.com 

Cache-Control: max-age=15, must-revalidate, max-age=300 

Expires: Sun, 30 Jan 2011 12:51:29 GMT 

Content-Length: 11913 

Vary: Accept-Encoding 

X-Varnish: 1022157905 

Age: 0 

Via: 1.1 varnish 

X-Cache-Svr: slc1-acb-32-sr1.prod.twitter.com 

X-Cache: MISS 

Connection: close 

 

{"results":[{"from_user_id_str":"167714561","profile_image_url":"http://a3.twimg.com/sticky/default_pro

file_images/default_profile_6_normal.png","created_at":"Sun, 30 Jan 2011 12:46:02 

+0000","from_user":"sed091117","id_str":"31694625982910464","metadata":{"result_type":"recent"},"to_use

r_id":null,"text":"\u30ab\u30fc\u30c6\u30ec\u30d3\uff1a1\u4f4d:\u3010\u5728\u5eab\u3042\u308a!!\u5373\u

7d0d!!\u3011 Trywin / \u30c8\u30e9\u30a4\u30a6\u30a3\u30f3 

\u8eca\u8f09\u7528\u5730\u4e0a\u6ce2\u30c7\u30b8\u30bf\u30ebTV\u30c1\u30e5\u30fc\u30ca\u30fc DTF-... 

\n2\u4f4d:\u30d5\u30ec\u30ad\u30b7\u30d6\u30eb\u30e2\u30cb\u30bf\u30fc\u30b9\u30bf\u30f3\u30c9\uff0f\u3

0ab\u30fc\u30ca\u30d3\u30b9\u30bf\u30f3\u30c9 \n\u2026http://yaplog.jp/sed091117/archive/922 

#yaplog","id":31694625982910464,"from_user_id":167714561,"geo":null,"iso_language_code":" 

 

… large amount of data removed … 

 

rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;hello_feed&lt;/a&gt;"},{"from_user_id_str":"1469810","profile_image_url":"h

ttp://a0.twimg.com/profile_images/1115020144/portraitcloseup_normal.jpg","created_at":"Sun, 30 Jan 2011 

12:45:11 

+0000","from_user":"misabelg","id_str":"31694412371202048","metadata":{"result_type":"recent"},"to_user

_id":null,"text":"RT @ecarrascobe: RT @pacobardales: Encuesta de Imasen confirma tambi\u00e9n que ni 

con Meche afuera PPK despega. 

http://bit.ly/fRKBmc","id":31694412371202048,"from_user_id":1469810,"geo":null,"iso_language_code":"es"

,"to_user_id_str":null,"source":"&lt;a href=&quot;http://www.tweetdeck.com&quot; 

rel=&quot;nofollow&quot;&gt;TweetDeck&lt;/a&gt;"}],"max_id":31694625982910464,"since_id":0,"refresh_url

":"?since_id=31694625982910464&q=archive","next_page":"?page=2&max_id=31694625982910464&q=archive","res

ults_per_page":15,"page":1,"completed_in":0.0194030000000001,"since_id_str":"0","max_id_str":"316946259

82910464","query":"archive"} 

 

 

As can be seen there is large amount of useful information. If we parse in native format looking 

for links we find a lot of material:  

 

http://t.co/bEjrCjZ 

http://a1.twimg.com/profile_images/1212066122/newstsar1_normal.jpg 

http://twitter.com/tweetbutton&quot 

http://bit.ly/gZXM2O 

http://a3.twimg.com/profile_images/782744476/postgang_234754_200_normal.jpg 

http://twitterfeed.com&quot; 

http://search.twitter.com/www.frankwatching.com 

http://bit.ly/gbfYeJ 

http://a0.twimg.com/profile_images/1205821837/Lady-GaGa-American-singer-001_normal.jpg 

http://yaplog.jp/rabbinavy/archive/465 
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http://a3.twimg.com/profile_images/1172778351/_________normal.JPG 

http://www.yaplog.jp/&quot 

http://bit.ly/haYcLN 

 

It is important to note that, in this case, no API references can be found.  

Some APIs are effectively self-discoverable: Facebook return values do contain API links and 

are easy to traverse:  

 

{ 

   "name": "Facebook Developer Garage Austin - SXSW Edition", 

   "metadata": { 

      "connections": { 

         "feed": "http://graph.facebook.com/331218348435/feed", 

         "picture": "https://graph.facebook.com/331218348435/picture", 

         "invited": "https://graph.facebook.com/331218348435/invited", 

         "attending": "https://graph.facebook.com/331218348435/attending", 

         "maybe": "https://graph.facebook.com/331218348435/maybe", 

         "noreply": "https://graph.facebook.com/331218348435/noreply", 

         "declined": "https://graph.facebook.com/331218348435/declined" 

      } 

   } 

} 

 

In the cases where the return values are not explicitly API urls though all is not lost. By the use 

of some simple rules in the parser we can generate our own URLS. For Twitter we use these 

rules: 

 

id => http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/show/<id>.json 

user_id=> http://api.twitter.com/1/users/show.json?user_id=<user_id> 

 

Then the discovered link list is much richer and allows us to traverse the API itself: 

 

http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/show/31736209650749441.json 

http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/show/0.json 

http://bit.ly/dWf2JP 

http://api.twitter.com/1/users/show.json?user_id=107763276 

http://a3.twimg.com/profile_images/1135152414/image_normal.jpg 

http://twitter.com/&quot 

http://bit.ly/egSiE6 

http://api.twitter.com/1/users/show.json?user_id=2381068 

http://a0.twimg.com/profile_images/1148224666/5d53b18d-9fb9-4dfb-866f-7b5117716c13_normal.png 

http://www.tweetdeck.com&quot; 

http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/show/31736189090275329.json 
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http://yaplog.jp/marukenken4477/archive/1457 

http://api.twitter.com/1/users/show.json?user_id=109525476 

http://a2.twimg.com/profile_images/820696252/DSCF0382_normal.JPG 

http://www.yaplog.jp/&quot 

http://api.twitter.com/1/statuses/show/31736182794625024.json 

http://ow.ly/1b69le 

API Urls are often very flat and use opaque identifiers to refer to content. This makes scoping 

more difficult. Scopes that restrict distance travelled from seeds or the overall volume of 

information gathered must be used.  

The crawler concept of politeness becomes essential in capturing many APIs. The data owners 

frequently place restrictions on the capture of large quantities of data, either to control their own 

server resources or in order to prevent the download of valuable data.  

 

3.1.4 Conclusion 

Given the technological changes on the Web platform, it is critical in order to maintain and 

improve quality of Web archives,to extend thetraditional frontiers of web crawling. This section 

has presented several results in this domain (non-http protocols, execution of pages, APIs etc.) 

that are all promising. They demonstrate that it is possible to adapt tools to this evolution and a 

first attempt at providing a general framework is proposed (adversarial management 

module).These results demonstrate that a coordinated and sustained R&D effort is the key to 

success in this domain. 
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3.2 Data Cleansing and Noise Filtering (MTA) 

Internet archives are becoming more and more concerned about spam in view of the fact that, 

under different measurement and estimates, roughly 10% of the Web sites and 20% of the 

individual HTML pages constitute spam.  The above figures directly translate to 10-20% waste of 

archive resources in storage, processing and bandwidth with a permanent increase that will 

question the economic sustainability of the preservation effort in the near future [EBMS2009].  

However the resources of the archives are typically limited and they are not prepared to run 

large-scale full-corpus analysis needed for quite a few of the link-based and certain other 

features.  In addition, they would like to stop spam before they reach the archive.  As they 

usually do not provide full text search, their primary concern is resource usage as the effect of 

spam is less critical for the experience of their users. 

In this section we show LiWA achievements in this area, in particular 

• A new labelled research data set, DC2010; 

• A state-of-the-art filtering technology; and 

• A crawl-time integration within the Internet Memory architecture. 

 

3.2.1 Motivation and Problem Statement 

The ability to identify and prevent spam is a top-priority issue for the search-engine industry 

[HMS2002] but less studied by Web archivists.  The apparent lack of a widespread 

dissemination of Web spam filtering methods in the archival community is surprising in view of 

the fact that, under different measurement and estimates, roughly 10% of the Web sites and 

20% of the individual HTML pages constitute spam.  The above figures directly translate to 10-

20% waste of archive resources in storage, processing and bandwidth. 

The mission of the LiWA project is to deploy filtering in Internet archives.  As part of the LiWA 

project our objective is to reduce the amount of fake content the archive has to deal with.  The 

toolkit helps prioritize crawls by automatically detecting content of value and exclude artificially 

generated manipulative and useless content. 

In our opinion Web spam affects all archival institutions unless the archive target is very 

restricted and controlled.  Bulk crawls of entire domains definitely encounter Web spam.  

However even if an archive applies selective crawling, community content is likely involved and it 

is in particular sensible to the so-called comment spam: responses, posts or tags not related to 

the topic containing link to a target site or advertisement.  This form of spam appears whenever 

there is no restriction for users putting their own content such as blogs [MCL2005], bookmarking 

systems [KHS2008] and even YouTube [BR+2008]. 

Spam filtering is essential in Web archives even if we acknowledge the difficulty of defining the 

boundary between Web spam and honest search engine optimization.  Archives may have to 

tolerate more spam compared to search engines in order not to lose some content misclassified 

as spam that the users may want to retrieve later.  Also they might want to have some 

representative spam either to preserve an accurate image of the web or to provide a spam 

corpus for researchers. 

In any case, we believe that the quality of an archive with completely no spam filtering policy in 

use will greatly be deteriorated and significant amount of resources will be wasted as the effect 
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of Web spam. 

In addition to individual solutions for specific archives, LiWA services provide collaboration tools 

to share known spam hosts and features across participating archival institutions.  A common 

interface to a central knowledge base can be built based on the open source LiWA Assessment 

Interface, in which archive operators may label sites or pages as spam based on own 

experience or suggested by the spam classifier applied to the local archives.  The purpose of the 

LiWA Assessment Interface is twofold: 

• It aids the Archive operator in selecting and blacklisting spam sites, possibly in 

conjunction with an active learning environment where human assistance is asked for 

example in case of contradicting outcome by the classifier ensemble; 

• It provides a collaboration tool for the Archives with a possible centralized knowledge 

base through which the Archive operators are able to share their labels, comments and 

observations as well as start discussion on the behavior of certain questionable hosts. 

 

3.2.2 State of the Art 

Web spam filtering, the area of devising methods to identify useless Web content with the sole 

purpose of manipulating search engine results, has drawn much attention in the past years. 

[S2004, HMS2002, GG2005]. In the area of the so-called Adversarial Information Retrieval, 

workshop series ran for five years [FG2009] and evaluation campaigns, the Web Spam 

Challenges [CCD2008] were organized. 

Recently there seems to be a slowdown in the achievements against the “classical” Web spam 

[GG2005a] and the attention of researchers has apparently shifted towards closely related areas 

such as spam in social networks [HBJK2008].  The results of the recent Workshop on 

Adversarial Information Retrieval [FG2009] either present only marginal improvement over Web 

Spam Challenge results [BSSB2009] or do not even try to compare their performance [AS2008, 

DDQ2009, EBMS2009].  As a relative new area, several papers propose temporal features 

[SGLFSL2006, LSTT2007, DDQ2009, JTK2009, EBMS2009] to improve classification but they 

do not appear to reach breakthrough in accuracy. 

3.2.2.1 Standard features and classifiers 

By the lessons learned from the Web Spam Challenges [CCD2008], the feature set described in 

[CD+2007] and the bag of words representation of the site content [AOC2008] define a very 

strong baseline with only minor improvements achieved by the Challenge participants. 

Our spam filtering baseline classification procedures are collected by analyzing the results 

[C2007, AOC2008, GJW2008] of the Web Spam Challenges, an event that was first organized in 

2007 over the WEBSPAM-UK2006 data set.  The last Challenge over the WEBSPAM-UK2007 

set was held in conjunction with AIRWeb 2008 [CCD2008]. 

The Web Spam Challenge 2008 best result [GJW2008] achieved an AUC of 0.85 by also using 

ensemble undersampling [CJ2004] while for earlier challenges, best performances were 

achieved by a semi-supervised version of SVM [AOC2008] and text compression [C2007]. Best 

results either used the tf.idf vectors or the so-called “public” feature sets of [CCD2008]. 

The ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge best result [N2010] achieved an AUC of 0.83 for spam 

classification while the overall winner [GJZZ2010] was able to classify a number of quality 

components at an average AUC of 0.80. As for the technologies, tf.idf proved to be very strong 
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for the English collection while only language independent features were used for German and 

French. The applicability of dictionaries and other cross-lingual technologies remains open. 

For classification techniques, a wide selection including decision trees, random forest, SVM, 

CFC, boosting, bagging and oversampling in addition to feature selection (Fisher, Wilcoxon, 

Information Gain) were used [GJZZ2010, SUDR2010, N2010]. The applicability of propagation 

and graph stacking remains unclear for this data set. 

 

3.2.2.2 Web Spam filtering in Heritrix 

Certain hiding technologies can be effectively stopped within the Web crawler. Part of these 

technologies has already implementation within Heritrix with source code at 

https://webarchive.jira.com/wiki/display/Heritrix/Web+Spam+Detection+for+Heritrix 

The crawler built-in methods are orthogonal to the LiWA technology and combine well. The 

measurement of the effect of the external tools is, however, beyond the score of the LiWA 

project. 

The article of [GG2005a] list a few methods that confuse users including term hiding 

(background color text) and redirection; some of these techniques can still be found by 

inspecting the HTML code within the page source. Detecting redirection may already require 

certain expertise as quite a number of so-called doorway spam pages use obfuscated 

JavaScript code to redirect to their target. These pages deploy the idea that a Web crawler has 

limited resources to execute scripts. A very simple example, tabulated for better readability, is 

seen below: 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 

var1=100;var3=200;var2=var1 + var3; var4=var1;var5=var4 + var3; 

if(var2==var5) 

document.location="http://umlander.info/mega/free_software_downloads.html"; 

</SCRIPT> 

Obfuscated redirection and other spammer techniques related to scripting is handled by the 

LiWA script execution framework in section3.1.1. 

An HTTP-specific misuse is to provide different content for human browsers and search engine 

robots.  This so-called cloaking technique is hard to catch in a fixed crawl snapshot and may 

undermine the coherence of an archive.  Cloaking is very hard to detect; the only method is 

described by Chellapilla and Chickering [CC2006] who aid their cloaking detection method by 

using the most frequent words from the MSN query log and highest revenue generating words 

from the MSN advertisement log.  In theory cloaking could be detected by comparing crawls with 

different user agent strings and IP addresses of the robots, as also implemented within Heritrix 

as described in this section.  Spammers however tackle robot behavior, collect and share 

crawler IP addresses and hence very effectively distinguish robots from human surfers. 

 

3.2.2.3 Spam temporal dynamics 

Recently the evolution of the Web has attracted interest in defining features, signals for ranking 

[DC+2010] and spam filtering [SGLFSL2006, LSTT2007, DDQ2009, JTK2009, EBMS2009]. The 

earliest results investigate the changes of Web content with the primary interest of keeping a 
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search engine index up-to-date [CG2000, CG2000a].  The decay of Web pages and links and its 

consequences on ranking are discussed in [BBKT2004, EMT2004].  One main goal of Boldi et 

al. [BSV2008] who collected the .uk crawl snapshots also used in our experiments was the 

efficient handling of time-aware graphs.  Closest to our temporal features is the investigation of 

host overlap, deletion and content dynamics in the same data set by Bordino et al. 

[BBDSV2008]. 

Perhaps the first result on the applicability of temporal features for Web spam filtering is due to 

Shen et al. [SGLFSL2006] who compare pairs of crawl snapshots and define features based on 

the link growth and death rate. We obtain moderate improvements by using their features with 

derived features across multiple snapshots. However by extending their ideas to consider multi-

step neighborhood, we are able to define a very strong feature set that can be computed by the 

Monte Carlo estimation of Fogaras and Rácz [FR2005]. Another related result defines features 

based on the change of the content [DDQ2009] who obtain page history from the Wayback 

Machine.  

For a broader outlook, temporal analysis is also applied for splog detection, i.e. manipulative 

blogs with the sole purpose to attract search engine traffic and promote affiliate sites.  Lin et al. 

[LSTT2007] consider the dynamics of self-similarity matrices of time, content and link attributes 

of posts.  They use the Jaccard similarity, a technique that we are also applying in our 

experiments. 

 

3.2.3 Approach 

As Web spammers manipulate several aspects of content as well as linkage [GG2005a], 

effective spam hunting must combine a variety of content [FMN2004, NNMF2006, FMN2005] 

and link [GGP2004, WGD2006, BCSU2005, BCS2006] based methods.  The current LiWA 

solution is based on the lessons learned from the Web Spam Challenges [CCD2008] and the 

ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 2010.  As it has turned out, the feature set described in 

[CD+2007] and the bag of words representation of the site content [AOC2008] give a very strong 

baseline with only minor improvements achieved by the Challenge participants.   

We realize that recent results have ignored the importance of the machine learning techniques 

and concentrated only on the definition of new features.  Also the only earlier attempt to unify a 

large set of features [CCD2008] is already four years old and even there little comparison is 

given on the relative power of the feature set. 

In our approach we address the following questions. 

• Do we get the maximum out of the features we have?  Are we sufficiently sophisticated 

at applying machine learning? 

• Is it worth calculating computationally expensive features, in particular some related to 

temporal aspects or page-level linkage? 

• What is an optimal feature set for a fast, near-crawl-time spam filter? 

 

3.2.3.1 Machine learning 

Ensemble selection, can overproduce and choose method allowing to use large collections of 

diverse classifiers [CN2004], is central in the LiWA filtering technology. Its advantages over 

previously published methods [CMN2006] include optimization to any performance metric and 
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refinements to prevent overfitting, the latter being unarguably important when more classifiers 

are available for selection. 

In the context of combining classifiers for Web spam detection, to our best knowledge, ensemble 

selection has not been applied yet. Previously, only simple methods that combine the predictions 

of SVM or decision tree classifiers through logistic regression or random forest have been used 

[C2007]. 

We believe that the ability to combine a large number of classifiers while preventing overfitting 

makes ensemble selection an ideal candidate for Web spam classification, since it allows us to 

use a large number of features and learn different aspects of the training data at the same time. 

Instead of tuning various parameters of different classifiers, we can concentrate on finding 

powerful features and selecting the main classifier models which we believe to be able to 

capture the differences between the classes to be distinguished. 

 

3.2.3.2 Content and linkage features 

Among the early content spam papers, Fetterly et al. [FMN2004] demonstrated that a sizable 

portion of machine generated spam pages can be identified through statistical analysis. Ntoulas 

et al. [NNMF2006] introduce a number of content based spam features including number of 

words in page, title, anchor as well as the fraction of page drawn from popular words and the 

fraction of most popular words that appear in the page.  Spam hunters use a variety of additional 

content based features [BFCLZ2006, FMN2005] to detect web spam; a recent measurement of 

their combination appears in [CD+2007] who also provide these methods as a public feature 

set for the Web Spam Challenges. 

Spam can also be classified purely based on the terms used. Perhaps the strongest SVM based 

content classification is described in [AOC2008]. 

In addition to the public Web Spam Challenge features, during the course of the LiWA project we 

tested additional features as well with partial success. While not all of them appear as part of the 

final LiWA technology, note that in particular domains they may improve classification accuracy. 

Such simple features include the number of document formats (.pdf etc), the existence and 

value of robots.txt and the robots meta and the existence and average of server last 

modified dates. We also tested classifiers based on latent Dirichlet allocation and text 

compression [BSSB2009] as well as text compression, a method first used when email spam 

detection methods applied to Web spam were presented at the Web Spam Challenge 2007 

[C2007].  Similar to [C2007] we used the method of [BFCLZ2006] that compresses spam and 

nonspam separately; features are defined based on how well the document in question 

compresses with spam and nonspam, respectively. 

 

3.2.3.3 Temporal features. 

Spammers often create bursts in linkage and content: they may add thousands or even millions 

of machine generated links to pages that they want to promote [SGLFSL2006] that they again 

very quickly regenerate for another target or remove if blacklisted by search engines.  Therefore 

changes in both content and linkage may characterize spam pages. 

We define new features based on the time series of the “public” content and link features 
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[CCD2008] as well as on the change of the content and neighborhood of pages as well as hosts. 

 

Change of the public feature set 

We define new features based on the time series of the “public” content and link features 

[CCD2008]. First we define centralized versions of each feature to make one snapshot 

comparable to another as follows.  For very skew distributed features such as degree we switch 

to using the logarithm. Then from each feature we subtract the average over the entire snapshot 

and use the value as the new centralized feature. 

Next we compute the variance of all features across the snapshots.  We use a 5-month training 

and testing period that starts in the 2006-08 snapshot the earliest in order to avoid possible 

noise due to the possible initial stabilization of the crawl parameters.  Variance is simply 

computed over the centralized values of the same feature over all snapshots in question. As a 

key observation, we realize that if a feature has large variance for a host, then this particular 

feature and host pair is less reliable for classification.  

Due to the variance of its features, certain hosts turn out to be less reliable for classification.  We 

define stability as the variance of the probability of making a correct prediction when classifying 

a given host as part of a heldout set defined by 5-fold partitioning of the training set. 

We also analyze the fraction of content change over the site.  We compute the bag of words for 

the union of all pages in the host and compute the Jaccard and cosine similarity across the crawl 

snapshots. Finally we aggregate by average, maximum and variance to form new features for 

each host. 

 

Linkage Change 

Link-based temporal features capture the extent and nature of linkage change.  These features 

can be extracted from either a host or a page level graph. First we review the features related to 

linkage growth and death from [SGLFSL2006], then we introduce new features based on the 

similarity of the multi-step neighborhood of a page or host. 

The starting point of our new features is the observation of [SGLFSL2006] that the in-link growth 

and death rate and change of clustering coefficient characterize the evolution patterns of spam 

pages.  We extend these features for the multi-step neighborhood in the same way as 

PageRank extends the in-degree.  We also use the features of [SGLFSL2006] as baseline. 

We compute the following features introduced by Shen et al. [SGLFSL2006] on the host level: 

• In and out-link death and growth rate; 

• Mean and variance of the above; 

• Change rate of the clustering coefficient, i.e. the fraction of linked hosts within those 

pointed by pairs of edges from the same host; 

• Derivative features computable from all above, such as the ratio and product of the in 

and out-link rates, means and variances. 

Our new linkage change features are based on multi-step graph similarity measures that in 

some sense generalize the single-step neighborhood change features of the previous section 

and can be computed along the same lines by a slight modification of the algorithm of [FR2005]. 

We characterize the change of the multi-step neighborhood of a node by two graph similarity 
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measures, XJaccard [FR2005] and SimRank [JW2002].  We use these similarity measures 

across snapshots instead of within a single graph instance. The basic idea is that, for each node, 

we measure its similarity to itself in two identically labeled graphs representing two consecutive 

points of time. This enables us to measure the linkage change occurring in the observed time 

interval using ordinary graph similarity metrics. 

We apply similarity on the host level instead of the page level. Similar to the observation of 

[BBDSV2008], pages are much more unstable compared to hosts that ruled out page-based 

analysis. Note that page-level fluctuations may simply result from the sequence the crawler 

visited the pages and not necessarily reflect real changes. 

To generate temporal features derived from the XJaccard similarity measure for a node u, we 

compute similarity for path lengths of l = 1 ... 4 on the original directed graph and on its inverted 

graph too. This enables us to capture linkage change at different neighborhood sizes of a node, 

including out-links as well as in-links. Additionally, similar to [SGLFSL2006] we calculate the 

mean and variance of neighbor similarity values for each node. The following derived features 

are also calculated: 

• Similarity at path length l = 2, 3, 4 divided by similarity at path length l - 1, and their 

logarithm; 

• Logarithm of the minimum, maximum, and average of the similarity at path length l = 2, 3, 

4 divided by the similarity at path length l - 1. 

 

3.2.4 Data Sets 

Prior to the LiWA project, the only reliable research data sets for Web spam filtering were the 

Web Spam Challenge .uk crawls [CCD2008].  Unfortunately, most of the earlier results consider 

proprietary crawls and spam data sets.  Various top-level or otherwise selected domains may 

have different spamming behavior; Ntoulas et al. [NNMF2006] give an invaluable comparison 

that shows major differences among national domains and languages of the page. For the .de 

domain their findings agree with 16.5% of all pages being spam [BCSU2005] while for the .uk 

domain together with Becchetti et al. [BCDLB2006] they report approximately 6%; the latter 

measurement also reports 16% of sites as spam over .uk. However by comparing the findings 

on different top level domains we observe very similar spammer behavior so that we may accept 

findings on the Web Spam Challenge data sets, WEBSPAM-UK2006 and WEBSPAM-UK2007, 

conclusive for all domains. 

In the LiWA project two new data sets were created. The first one is based on a sequence of .uk 

crawl snapshots with labels for the Web Spam Challenge 2007 that is suitable for testing 

features based on the temporal evolution of the Web.  The second one, DC2010, is created fully 

within the LiWA project and used for the ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 2010 co-organized 

by members of the LiWA consortium together with Google and Yahoo. 
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UK2006 UK2007 

DC2010 

en de fr all 

Hosts 10 660 114 529 61 703  29 758  7 888 

(pl, nl 

larger)  

190 000 

Spam  19.8%  5.3%  8.5% of valid labels? 

5% of all in large domains?   

Figure 6: Fraction of Spam in WEBSPAM-UK2006 and UK 2007 as well as in DC 2010 

 

In Fig. 6 we summarize the amount of spam in the data set. This amount is well-defined for the 

UK data sets by the way they were prepared for the Web Spam Challenge participants. However 

for DC2010, this figure may be defined in several ways.  First of all, we may or may not consider 

domains with or without a www. prefix the same such as www.domain.eu vs. domain.eu. Also a 

domain with a single redirection may or may not be considered. Finally, a large fraction of spam 

is easy to spot and can be manually removed that biases the random sample and may be 

counted several ways, as indicated in the Table. As an example of many hosts on same IP, we 

include a labeled sample from DC2010, that itself contains over 10,000 spam domains: 

 

Count IP address Comment 

3544 80.67.22.146 spam farm *-palace.eu 

3198 78.159.114.140 spam farm *auts.eu 

1374 62.58.108.214 blogactiv.eu 

1109 91.204.162.15 spam farm x-mp3.eu 

1070 91.213.160.26 spam farm a-COUNTRY.eu 

936 81.89.48.82 autobazar.eu 

430 78.46.101.76 spam farm 77k.eu + at least 20 more domains 

402 89.185.253.73 spam farm mp3-stazeni-zdarma.eu 

Figure 7: Labeled sample from DC 2010 
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3.2.4.1 The Temporal .uk data set 

The Temporal .uk data set consists of a sequence of periodic recrawls made available for the 

purposes of spam filtering development. We preprocessed the data set of 13 UK snapshots (UK-

2006-05 … UK-2007-05 where the first snapshot is WEBSPAM-UK2006 and the last is 

WEBSPAM-UK2007) provided by the Laboratory for Web Algorithmics of the Università degli 

studi di Milano [6] supported from DSI-DELIS6 project. We selected a maximum of 400 pages 

per site to obtain approximately 40GB WARC files for each snapshot. The LiWA test bed 

consists of more than 10,000 manual labels that proved to be useful over this data. 
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Figure 8: Number of hosts, labels and spam labels in 13 '.uk' crawls 

In Figure 8 the basic data of the 13 .uk snapshots UK-2006-05 ... UK-2007-05 are described. 

The first snapshot has a very low number of hosts; the number of hosts stabilizes starting with 

2006-07. On the other hand the largest number of labels corresponds to the first 2006-05 crawl; 

the availability of these labels drops down to half. We consider hence the last 10-11 snapshots 

along with the union of the 2007 and the remaining 2006 labels; often for easy comparison with 

Web Spam Challenge results we only use the 2007 labels. 

 

3.2.4.2 The Discovery Challenge 2010 .eu data set 

This large collection of annotated Web hosts was labeled by the Hungarian Academy of 

Sciences (English documents), Internet Memory Foundation (French) and L3S Hannover 

(German). The base data is a set of 23M pages in 190K hosts in the .EU domain.  The Internet 

Memory Foundation crawled the data early 2010. 

The labels provided by the LiWA consortium extend the scope of previous data sets on Web 

                                                

6
http://nexus.law.dsi.unimi.it/webdata/uk-2006-05/thanks-DSI-DELIS 
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Spam in that, in addition to sites labeled spam, we included manual classification for genre and 

quality.  

The assessors were instructed to first check some obvious reasons why the host may not be 

included in the sample at all: 

• The host contains adult content (porn); 

• Mixed: multiple unrelated sites in the same host, several sites of different type under the 

same host name; 

• The language is not the assessor selected one, or mixed over the site. The language is 

auto-detected but there were errors. Since assessment is on the site level, a Web site in 

multiple languages is mixed if it has structure www.website.eu/en/, www.website.eu/de/ 

etc.; but en.website.eu/ is (most likely) in English, de.website.eu is in German etc. since 

they are different hosts. 

• Too few text: there are less than 10 pages on the site that contain text, or most of the 

pages have just a couple of words - in general the whole text over the site is too short. 

Hosts with only redirects fall in this category. 

Next, Web Spam was identified based on the general definition: “any deliberate action that is 

meant to trigger an unjustifiably favorable [ranking], considering the page's true value” (Gyöngyi 

and García Molina 2005).  Assessors were asked to look for aspects of the host that are mostly 

to attract and/or redirect traffic. Sites that do Web Spam: 

• Include aspects designed to attract/redirect traffic. 

• Almost always have commercial intent. 

• Rarely offer relevant content for users browsing them. 

Typical Web Spam Aspects: 

• Include many unrelated keywords and links. 

• Use many keywords and punctuation marks such as dashes in the URL. 

• Redirect the user to another (usually unrelated) page. 

• Create many copies with substantially duplicate content. 

• Hide text by writing in the same color as the background of the page 

Pages that are only advertising, with very little content are spam, including automatically 

generated pages designed to sell advertising; sites that offer catalogs of products that are 

actually redirecting to other merchants without providing extra value. Pages that do not use Web 

spam tricks have not been labeled spam regardless of their quality. Normal pages can be high-

quality or low-quality resources - other labels address other aspects of quality. Assessors were 

also instructed to study the guidelines of the WEBSPAM-UK assessment7. 

• Genre was then classified into the following categories, a list hand tuned based on 

assessor bootstrap tests: 

• Editorial or news content: posts disclosing, announcing, disseminating news. Factual 

texts reporting on a state of affairs, like newswires (including sport) and police reports. 

Posts discussing, analyzing, advocating about a specific 

social/environmental/technological/economic issue, including propaganda adverts, 

political pamphlets. 

• Commercial content: product reviews, product shopping, on-line store, product 

                                                

7
 http://barcelona.research.yahoo.net/webspam/datasets/uk2007/guidelines/ 
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catalogue, service catalogue, product related how-to’s, FAQs, tutorials. 

• Educational and research content: tutorials, guidebooks, how-to guides, instructional 

material, and educational material. Research papers, books. Catalogues, glossaries. 

Conferences, institutions, project pages. Health also belongs here. 

• Discussion spaces: includes dedicated forums, chat spaces, blogs, etc. Standard 

comment forms do not count. 

• Personal/Leisure: arts, music, home, family, kids, games, horoscopes etc. A personal 

blog for example belongs both here and to “discussion”. 

• Media: video, audio, etc. In general a site where the main content is not text but media. 

For example a site about music is probably leisure and not media. 

• Database: a “deep web" site whose content can be retrieved only by querying a 

database. Sites offering forms fall in this category. 

• Adult: porn (discarded from sample) 

Finally, general properties related to trust, bias and factuality were labeled along three scales: 

Trustworthiness: 

• I do not trust this. There are aspects of the site that make me distrust this source. 

• I trust this marginally. Looks like an authoritative source but its ownership is unclear. 

• I trust this fully. This is a famous authoritative source (a famous newspaper, company, 

organization) 

Neutrality: 

• Facts: I think these are mostly facts 

• Fact/Opinion: I think these are opinions and facts; facts are included in the site or 

referenced from external sources. 

• Opinion: I think this is mostly an opinion that may or may not be supported by facts, but 

little or no facts are included or referenced. 

Next we flagged biased content. We adapted the definition from Wikipedia 

(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NPOV): “The neutral point of view is a means of dealing with 

conflicting perspectives on a topic as evidenced by reliable sources. It requires that all majority- 

and significant-minority views be presented fairly, in a disinterested tone, and in rough proportion 

to their prevalence within the source material. The neutral point of view neither sympathizes with 

nor disparages its subject, nor does it endorse or oppose specific viewpoints. It is not a lack of 

viewpoint, but is rather a specific, editorially neutral, point of view. An article should clearly 

describe, represent, and characterize all the disputes within a topic, but should not endorse any 

particular point of view. It should explain who believes what, and why, and which points of view 

are most common. It may contain critical evaluations of particular viewpoints based on reliable 

sources, but even text explaining sourced criticisms of a particular view must avoid taking sides.”  

We flagged flame, assaults, dishonest opinion without reference to facts.  

Examples of factuality and bias: 

• http://www.foxnews.com/ (or any conservative media: Fact/Opinion) 

• http://www.nytimes.com/ (or any liberal media: Fact/Opinion) 

• http://www.goveg.com/ (or any activist group: Fact/Opinion + Bias) 

• http://www.vatican.va/phome_en.htm (or any religious group including facts such as 

activities, etc.: Fact/Opinion + Bias) 

• http://www.galactic-server.net/linkmap.html (or any fringe theories: Opinion + Bias) 
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Distribution of labels: 

 

 Yes Maybe No 

Spam 423  4 982 

News/Editorial 191  4 791 

Commercial 2 064  2 918 

Educational 1 791  3 191 

Discussion 259  4 724 

Personal-Leisure 1 118  3 864 

Non-Neutrality 19 216 3 778 

Bias 62  3 880 

Dis-Trustiness 26 201 3 786 

Confidence 4 933  49 

Media 74  4 908 

Database 185  4 797 

Readability-Visual 37  4 945 

Readability-Language 4  4 978 

 

As seen in the table, we have sufficient positive labels for all categories except Readability (both 

visual and language). Media and Database also has very low frequency and hence we decided 

to drop these categories.  For Neutrality and Trust the strong negative categories have low 

frequency and hence we fused them with the intermediate negative (maybe) category to for the 

training and testing labels. 

 

3.2.5 Implementation 

For the purposes of our experiments we have computed all the public Web Spam Challenge 

content and link features of [CCD2008]. As part of the LiWA technology, the source code is 

available free within the consortium. The technology is not freely available to prevent spammer 

access; however we provide free access for archival institutions. Part of the features, in 

particular a fast effective subset that can even be computed at crawl time, has also a Hadoop 

based distributed implementation. 

In our classifier ensemble we split features into related sets and for each we use a collection of 

classifiers that fit the data type and scale. These classifiers are then combined by ensemble 

selection.  We used the classifier implementations of the machine learning toolkit Weka. 
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We used the ensemble selection implementation of Weka for performing the experiments. 

Weka's implementation supports the proven strategies for avoiding overfitting such as model 

bagging, sort initialization and selection with replacement. We allow Weka to use all available 

models in the library for greedy sort initialization and use 5-fold embedded cross-validation 

during ensemble training and building. We set AUC as the target metric to optimize for and run 

100 iterations of the hillclimbing algorithm. 

3.2.5.1 Learning Methods 

We use the following model types for building the model library for ensemble selection: bagged 

and boosted decision trees, logistic regression, naive Bayes, random forests.  For most classes 

of features we use all classifiers and allow selection to choose the best ones.  The exception is 

static and temporal term vector based features where, due to the very large number of features, 

we may only use Random Forest and SVM. We train our models as follows: 

• Bagged LogitBoost: We do 10 iterations of bagging and vary the number of iterations 

from 2 to 64 in multiples of two for LogitBoost. 

• Decision Trees: We generate J48 decision trees by varying the splitting criterion, 

pruning options and use either Laplacian smoothing or no smoothing at all. 

• Bagged Cost-sensitive Decision Trees: We generate J48 decision trees with default 

parameters but vary the cost sensitivity for false positives in steps of 10 from 10 to 200. 

We do the same number of iterations of bagging as for LogitBoost models. Logistic 

Regression: We use a regularized model varying the ridge parameter between 10-8 to 

104 by factors of 10. We normalize attributes to have mean 0 and standard deviation 1. 

• Random Forests: We use FastRandomForest [FRF] instead of the native Weka 

implementation for faster computation. The forests have 250 trees and, as suggested in 

[B2001], the number of features considered at each split is s/2, s, 2s, 4s and 8s, where s 

is the square root of the total number of features available. 

• Naive Bayes: We allow Weka to model continuous attributes either as a single normal or 

with kernel estimation, or we let it discretize them with supervised discretization. 

 

3.2.5.2 Content and linkage features 

The link-based and transformed link-based features are computed from the graph files and 

contain link-based features for the hosts, measured in both the home page and the page with 

the maximum PageRank in each host. Includes in-degree, out-degree, PageRank, edge 

reciprocity, assortativity coefficient, TrustRank, Truncated PageRank, estimation of supporters, 

etc.  The feature set also contains simple numeric transformations of the link-based features for 

the hosts. These transformations were found to work better for classification in practice than the 

raw link-based features. This includes mostly ratios between features such as 

Indegree/PageRank or TrustRank/PageRank, and the logarithm of several features. 

The content-based features are computed from the full version of the page content. These 

features include number of words in the home page, average word length, average length of the 

title, etc. for a sample of pages on each host. 
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3.2.5.3 Term and document frequencies 

We compute the host level aggregate term vectors of the most frequent terms. To encourage the 

use of cross-lingual features, sites auto-detected to be in English, French and German are 

processed separately. 

• We created three subcorpora of all documents within sites auto-detected to be in English, 

French and German. These sites have the majority of pages in the given language. 

• For each of the three languages, we considered the top 50,000 terms after eliminating 

stopwords. 

• Within each subcorpus, we computed term frequency over an entire host while document 

frequency on the page level. 

 

3.2.5.4 Natural Language Processing features 

The Natural Language Processing features are computed for the ECML/PKDD 2010 Discovery 

Challenge Data Set only, by courtesy of the Living Knowledge project8. The features are, unlike 

the rest of the data set, per URL, and include 

• URL 

• language extract using Nutch (that may differ from the overall host estimated language) 

• counts for sentence, token, character 

• count of various POS tags as described at 

http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/ccalas/tagsets/upenn.html 

• the twenty most common bigrams of above tags with corresponding counts 

• counts of certain chunk tags as output from OpenNLP english chunker 

• length of sentence in tokens histogram 

• counts of tags based on BBN Pronoun Coreference and Entity Type Corpus9 as output 

from SuperSense Tagger10 

• counts of more precise organizations, people and locations that are derived from the 

original named entities above (e.g. people are forced to be in the form Aaaa Aaaaaa, etc) 

- in our application, we found the output of the tagger too noisy to display to the user, so 

we use these fields instead 

• counts of tokens of different character use (upper, lower, mixed etc.) 

 

3.2.6 Evaluation 

3.2.6.1 Crawl-time filtering at Internet Memory 

The LiWA Spam Filtering technology is integrated as a crawl-time filter in the Internet Memory 

architecture. The main goal is to filter the crawl after gathering a small sample of pages from a 

yet unseen host. The solution is divided into a farm of archiving and testing crawlers as seen in 

the Figure below. 

 

                                                

8
 http://livingknowledge-project.eu/ 

9
 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2005T33 

10
 http://sourceforge.net/projects/supersensetag/ 
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Figure 9: Integration of the LIWA Web Spam detection module in a crawling workflow 

 

We can view the crawling system, with the spam module integrated, as two different, 

independent sub-systems - Assessment system, Archiving system - with one component in 

common, the database. 

 

The database  

The database consists of a single table that holds information for each host. The information 

kept for a host is: the host name, it's spamicity, the number of pages that the spamicity was 

computed on and the status. The status can be: 

• Not sampled - the host has not passed through the spam module yet 

• Being sampled - the host is in the process of being archived and then passed through the 

spam module 
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• Sampled - the host has been sampled 

• Being archived - the host is being archived (can reach this status only if it's spamicity 

score is below an imposed threshold) 

Each host in the database has to go through the "assessment system". Then, if it meets some 

conditions, it can be archived. 

 

Assessment system 

This system is composed of a series of scripts, the crawlers used to gather the data needed by 

the spam module, and the spam module itself.  The "preparator" module takes a batch of hosts 

marked as "not sampled" from the database, changes their status to "being sampled", prepares 

an order of crawling, and sends it to the crawlers. The crawlers of this system, called 

"assessment crawlers", are configured to gather the information neeeded by the spam module (a 

maximum of 200 text resources for each host). When the crawler is done working, the "monitor" 

script takes the resulted ARC files, sends them to the spam classifier and then updates the 

database with the results. At this stage a host will have the "sampled" status. 

 

Archiving system 

This system is composed of a series of scripts and the crawlers used to do the actual crawling. 

The "preparator" does the same thing as the one used in the assessment system, with the sole 

difference that it takes hosts that are marked as "sampled" and have the spamicity below a 

certain threshold, and changes their status to "being archived". The crawlers in this system, 

called "archiving crawlers", are standard crawlers configured to stay within a domain. The 

"monitor" script in this system takes the out-of-domain sites discovered by the crawlers and adds 

them to the database with the "not sampled" status. 

 

3.2.6.2 Test integration 

The experiment was run with two archiving clusters, named from now on "Spam cluster" and 

"Plain cluster". Both clusters had the same standard Heritrix crawlers running. The difference 

consisted in the fact that all the "Spam clusters" seeds have been pre-checked in the following 

manner: first samples have been crawled for each host, then the samples were checked with the 

spam classifier, and if they met certain conditions, the host would be eventually sent to the 

crawlers. 

Some of the initial and discovered sites have not been crawled because of different technical 

problems (site not available, broken link, etc). Considering the way seeds were selected in the 

"spam cluster", we expected only a small number of common archived sites. The two clusters 

crawled at about the same average speed during the experiment.  

The archiving crawlers ran with jobs of 5 hosts each, with a limit on download of 3000 

documents per host. The assessment crawlers ran also with jobs of 5 hosts each, downloading 

only text resources with a limit of 200 per host.  
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In the "spam cluster" a host would be sent if the result of it's assessment was the smallest 

among all the assessed hosts in the database. The crawl started with 5.166 seeds, out of which 

after the assessment, 59 were found to be spam. At the end of the crawl we had a total of 

365.732 sites, out of which 9.479 were assessed and 8.893 crawled. 4.703 hosts (52.8%) of the 

archived sites were discovered during the crawl. In total we had avoided 151 spam sites 

(1.69%). There were 5 times less assessment crawlers than archiving crawlers, but at all times 

we had enough assessed hosts to assure a continuous archiving crawl. The cost of the spam 

classifier can be summed up to a few hours at the beginning of the crawl, the time needed to 

crawl and assess enough sites to feed at full capacity the archiving crawlers. 

In the "plain cluster" the hosts were sent to be archived in the order they were found in the 

database. At the end of the crawl, the collection has been assessed with the same spam 

classifier. The crawl started with the same 5.166 seeds as in the "spam cluster" case. However 

analysis of the complete archived sites indicated only 37 spam sites among the initial seeds. At 

the end of the crawl we had a total of 563.753 sites, out of which 12.771 were crawled and 

assessed. 8785 hosts (68.78%) of the archived sites were discovered during the crawl. In total 

we have crawled 188 spam sites (1.47%). 

 
 

 Size of archive Speed of crawl (url/s) No of documents 

Plain  245 GB  0.243076   9.280.127  

Spam 295 GB   0.244571   8.487.158    

 

Table 3: Crawl Summary 

 
Looking at the numbers in Table 3, the "plain cluster" crawled more links than the "spam 

cluster", but it's archive size is smaller. This could indicate an increased number of spam sites 

archived in the "plain cluster" collection that have large number of links, but not many 

documents. 

Considering the need of a single assessment crawler to at least five archiving crawlers and the 

number of spam sites avoided, we can say that the spam module is worth its cost. 

 

3.2.6.3 Temporal .uk data set 

Our data set consists of the 13 .uk snapshots provided by the Laboratory for Web Algorithmics 

of the Universita degli studi di Milano together with the Web Spam Challenge labels WEBSPAM-

UK2007.  We extracted maximum 400 pages per site from the original crawls. The last 12 of the 

above .uk snapshots were analyzed by Bordino et al. [BBDSV2008] who among others observe 

a relative low URL but high host overlap.  The first snapshot (2006-05) that is identical to 

WEBSPAM-UK2006 was chosen to be left out from their experiment since it was provided by a 

different crawl strategy. We observed that the last 10 snapshots contain a satisfactory fraction of 

the labeled hosts for our experiments as seen in Figure 8. From now on we restrict attention to 
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the last 8 snapshots and the WEBSPAM-UK2007 labels only.  

For training and testing the following ensembles we use the official Web Spam Challenge 2008 

train and test sets [CCD2008]. We compare feature sets by using the same classifiers while 

varying the subset of features available for each of the classifier instances when training and 

combining these classifiers using ensemble selection. 

Note that some specific tasks remain to be explored beyond the LiWA project, including 

• Classifying newly appeared hosts. This task would need additional labeling effort, and, 

preferably, also a re-crawl. 

• Using a spam classification model compiled over an earlier crawl to filter the current 

crawl. Preliminary results are found in [EBMS2009]. 

• Using a spam classification model compiled over a completely different crawl of different 

strategy and possibly even over a different top level domain. 

 

Temporal Link-only ensemble: 

First, we report the performance comparison of the proposed temporal link features with those 

published earlier [SGLFSL2006]. Then, we build ensembles to answer the question whether 

incorporating temporal link information into the available features for the classifiers enhances the 

public link-based feature set described by [BCDLB2006]. 

 

Content-only ensemble: 

We build three different ensembles over the content-only features of a single crawl snapshot in 

order to assess performance by completely eliminating linkage information. 

The feature sets available for these ensembles are the following: 

(A) Public content [NNMF2006] features without any link-based information. Features 

extracted from the page with maximum PageRank in the host are not used to 

save the PageRank computation; 

(Aa) Only query precision/recall from (A); 

(B) The full public content feature set; 

(C) Feature set (B) plus static term weight vector derived from the BM25 term 

weighting scheme. 

The table below presents the performance comparison of ensembles built using either of the 

above feature sets. 

Feature set No. of attributes AUC 

(A) 74 0.859 

(Aa) 24 0.841 

(B) 96 0.879 

(C) 10096 0.893 

Table 4: Performance of the features sets 
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Surprisingly, with the small (Aa) feature set of only 24 attributes a performance only 1% worse 

than that of the Web Spam Challenge 2008 winners' can be achieved who employed more 

sophisticated methods to get their result. 

By using all the available content-based features without linkage information, we get roughly the 

same performance as the best that have been reported on our data set so far. However this 

achievement can be rather attributed to the better machine learning techniques used than the 

feature set itself since the features used for this particular measurement were already publicly 

accessible at the time of the Web Spam Challenge 2008. 

 

Temporal Content-only Ensemble 

We train several ensembles which do classification using the temporal content features. We 

build one for each one of the 5 temporal content-based feature sets, then one with the 

combination of all of these as well as one which combines the latter with the static BM25 

baseline. The performance comparison of temporal content-based ensembles is presented in 

the table below. 

Feature set AUC 

Static BM25 0.736 

Ave(T) 0.749 

Ave(S) 0.737 

Dev(T) 0.767 

Dev(S) 0.752 

Decay(T) 0.709 

Temporal combined 0.782 

All combined 0.789 

10. Figure: Performance of ensembles built on temporal content-based features. 

 

Content-only Combined: 

We assess how much performance gain can be achieved by combining static and temporal 

content-based features next. We do this by letting ensemble selection choose from the 

classifiers trained on the temporal content-based features too. The results of these experiments 

can be seen in the table below. In this table 'temporal' denotes the combination of all temporal 

content-based features. 

Feature Set AUC 

Static BM25 0.736 

Public content-based [39] + temporal 0.901 

All combined 0.902 
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Full Ensemble 

By combining all the content and link-based features, both temporal and static ones, we train an 

ensemble which incorporates all the previous classifiers. This combination resulted in an AUC of 

0.908 meaning no significant improvement can be achieved with link-based features over the 

content-based ensemble. 

 

Computational Resources 

For the experiments we used a 32-node Hadoop cluster of dual core machines with 4GB RAM 

each as well as multi-core machines with over 40GB RAM.  Over this architecture we were able 

to compute all features, some of which would require unfeasibly high resources either when 

used by a smaller archive or if the collection is larger or if fast classification is required for newly 

discovered sites during crawl time. 

We describe the computational requirements of the features by distinguishing update and batch 

processing.  For batch processing an entire collection is analyzed at once, a procedure that is 

probably performed only for reasons of research.  Update is probably the typical operation for a 

search engine.  For an Internet Archive, update is also advantageous as long as it allows fast 

reaction to sample, classify and block spam from a yet unknown site. 

Batch Processing 

The first expensive step involves parsing to create terms and links.  The time requirement scales 

linearly with the number of pages.  Since apparently a few hundred page sample of each host 

suffices for feature generation, the running time is also linear in the number of hosts. 

We have to be more cautious when considering the memory requirement for parsing.  In order to 

compute term frequencies, we either require memory to store counters for all terms, or use 

external memory sorting, or a Map-Reduce implementation.  The same applies for inverting the 

link graph for example to compute in-degrees.  In addition the graph has size superlinear in the 

number of pages while the vocabulary is sublinear. 

Host level aggregation allows us to proceed with a much smaller size data.  However for 

aggregation we need to store a large number of partial feature values for all hosts unless we sort 

the entire collection by host, again by external memory or Map-Reduce sort. 

After aggregation, host level features are inexpensive to compute. The following feature however 

remain very expensive and require a Map-Reduce implementation or huge internal memory: 

• Page level PageRank.  Note that this is required for all content features involving the 

maximum PageRank page of the host. 

Page level features involving multi-step neighborhood such as neighborhood size at distance k 

as well as graph similarity. 

Training the classifier for a few 100,000 sites can be completed within a day on a single CPU on 

a commodity machine with 4-16GB RAM; here costs strongly depend on the classifier 

implementation.  Our entire classifier ensemble for the labeled WEBSPAM-UK2007 hosts took a 

few hours to train. 

Incremental Processing 

As preprocessing and host level aggregation is linear in the number of hosts, this reduces to a 

small job for an update.  This is especially true if we are able to split the update by sets of hosts; 
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in this case we may even trivially parallelize the procedure. 

The link structure is however nontrivial to update.  While incremental algorithms exist to create 

the graph and to update PageRank type features [DPSK2005, DPSK2006, KCN2007], these 

algorithms are rather complex and their resource requirements are definitely beyond the scale of 

a small incremental data. 

Incremental processing may have the assumption that no new labels are given, since labeling a 

few thousand hosts takes time comparable to batch process hundreds of thousands of them.  

Given the trained classifier, a new site can be classified in seconds right after its feature set is 

computed. 

 

3.2.6.4 Discovery Challenge data set 

The three best participants of the ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 2010 are 

1st Place: Guang-Gang Geng, Xiao-Bo Jin, Xin-Chang Zhang and Dexian Zhang, Chinese 

Academy of Sciences and Henan University (CAS) China 

1st Place for the English Quality Task: Artem Sokolov, Tanguy Urvoy, Ludovic Denoyer and 

Olivier Ricard, Orange Labs, Univ. Curie, BlogSpirit (MADSPAM Consortium) 

Paris, France 

2nd Place: Vladimir Nikulin, University of Queensland Brisbane (WXN) Australia 

Compared to the results of the participating teams, some of our Task 1 subresults and Task 2 

results are better, and the most of them are almost equally good. 

First we give a brief overview and comparison of the challenge results and our experimental 

results, then we give detailed results. 

The best Spam NDCG score was achieved by the WXN team by using feature selection and 

ensemble methods, outperformed by our full content ensemble. 

All of the participating teams performed quite low, near-random for Neutrality, Bias and Trust. 

Again WXN submitted the best-scoring predictions. We improve for Neutrality using TFDF and 

content features using a RandomForest classifier, for Bias using content features and 

LogitBoost, and for Trust using content, link and TFDF features and LogitBoost. 

The best Task 2 submission on the English language subset was sent by the winner CAS team, 

using feature fusion techniques and decision trees such as C4.5. In our experiments the TFDF 

features used together with Bagging and RandomForest provided the best nDCG scores for the 

English Task 2 subset. This result is within some ten thousandths of the best submission and 

higher than all other submissions. 
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 Task1 EN DE FR All 

CAS 0.711657 0.935589 0.854482 0.833070 0.833700 

MADSPAM 0.700951 0.923302 0.820690 0.845521 0.822616 

WXN 0.704874 0.897536 0.801669 0.824412 0.807123 

KC 0.539669  0.844123  0.792281  0.822873  0.749737  

Table 5: Results by language of the Spam Discovery challenge 

 

 

 

 

The content features alone performed quite well. We used LogitBoost and RandomForest with 

bagging with the superiority of LogitBoost in most subtasks, with negligible improvement when 

also using the link features. The only exception is Trust where link features greatly improve 

classification quality. 

Okapi tf.idf for the top 50,000 terms was also used for classification with bagging RandomForest. 

This feature set outperforms content and linkage. Best result is achieved by the content and tf.idf 

ensemble, again with the only exception of trustiness where linkage should be added to the 

ensemble. 

The table shows results in NDCG except for the AUC of the DC 2010 winner team. AUC and 

NDCG in general give numerically very similar results and hence we omitted for the rest of the 

table. As one of the conclusions of the Discovery Challenge, we realized that NDCG, in our 

definition, gives quality measures preserving the relative order and numerically even very close 

to AUC and hence can be used equally well for evaluation.  Note the advantage of NDCG over 
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DC 2010 

Winner 

NDCG  0.817 0.740 0.883 0.885 0.784 0.828 0.465 0.518 0.485 0.712 0.935 

AUC 0.813 0.734 0.840 0.840 0.776 0.801 0.456 0.513 0.480 0.801  

LiWA content 0.815 0.687 0.765 0.804 0.769 0.760 0.583 0.596 0. 536 0.702 0.916 

LiWA 

content+link 

0.812 0.688 0.776 0.801 0.800 0.737 0.550 0.499 0.659 0.703 0.917 

LiWA tf.idf 0.836 0.709 0.866 0.863 0.779 0.840 0.502 0.502 0.592 0.728 0.935 

LiWA ensemble 0.872 0.738 0.849 0.857 0.812 0.823 0.613 0.570 0.666 0.749 0.932 

Table 6: Comparison with LIWA results 
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AUC in that NDCG may apply for multi-level relevance as well that we heavily relied on the 

Quality tasks for the Challenge. 

Unlike the Web Spam Challenges where may participants, including the LiWA technology 

[SB+2008] report improvement by using stacked graphical learning, this does not seem to be the 

case for the DC2010 data set. We believe the main reason lies in the careful preparation of the 

DC2010 data set. Unlike the WEBSPAM-UK labels that were simply randomly split, we took 

special care not to split pairs of hosts in the same second level domain or IP address into 

training and testing as, most likely, the labels of the two hosts will be identical. Note that the .uk 

data sets completely lack the IP address that is hard to gather for an old crawl and hence 

information that greatly simplifies the identification of collaborating nodes is missing there. 

 

3.2.7 Conclusions 

With the illustration over the 100,000 page WEBSPAM-UK2007 data along with 7 previous 

monthly snapshots of the .uk domain, we have investigated the tradeoff between feature 

generation and spam classification accuracy. We proposed graph similarity based temporal 

features which aim to capture the nature of linkage change of the neighborhood of hosts. Our 

features achieve better performance than previously published methods; however, when 

combining them with the public link-based feature set we get only marginal performance gain. 

By our experiments it has turned out that the appropriate choice of the machine learning 

techniques is probably more important than devising new complex features.  We have managed 

to compile a minimal feature set that can be computed incrementally very quickly to allow 

intercepting spam near crawl time. Our results open the possibility for spam filtering practice in 

web archives that are mainly concerned about their resource waste and would require fast 

reacting filters. 

Some technologies remain open to be explored beyond the LiWA project. For example, unlike 

expected, the Discovery Challenge participants did not deploy cross-lingual technologies for 

handling languages other than English. Some ideas worth exploring include the use of 

dictionaries to transfer a tf.idf based model and the normalization of content features across 

languages to strengthen the language independence of the content features. The natural 

language processing based features were not used either.  

The data sets are part of disseminating the results of the LiWA project. The Discovery 

Challenge, and hence the LiWA project itself, has reopened interest for Web spam filtering and 

Web quality in general. After two years of pause, the 6th International Workshop on Adversarial 

Information Retrieval on the Web (AIRWeb 2011) is organized as a joint event with the 5th 

Workshop on Information Credibility on the Web (WICOW 2011) in conjunction with the World 

Wide Web conference in 2011. The temporal .uk data set can in particular fit the needs of 

another workshop at the World Wide Web conference, the Temporal Web Analytics Workshop 

described in Section 3.4. 
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3.3 Temporal Coherence 

Prior to LiWA, state-of-the-art crawling techniques employed by web archivers were mostly 

based on snapshot crawls. The archive's integrity and temporal coherence – proper dating of 

content and proper cross-linkage were not investigated, therefore entirely dependent on the 

temporal characteristics (duration, frequency, etc.) of the crawl process. Without judicious 

measures that address these issues, proper interpretation of archived content is very difficult. In 

this section we focus on novel methods that allow archives to provide temporal coherence and 

achieve a higher level of data quality. Our achievements in this area in particular are: 

• Web archive quality metrics and corresponding crawl optimization strategies, 

• Integration of the selected optimization strategies within the Internet Memory architecture 

and extensive evaluation of the strategies, and 

• Temporal mappings of web archives and cross-archive coherence. 

 

3.3.1 Motivation and Problem Statement 

The web is in constant flux. To prevent the page from disappearing national libraries and Internet 

archive organizations are collecting and preserving entire web sites. Due to politeness delays, 

crawling may span a number of hours if not days. During a site crawl, pages may undergo 

changes, resulting in an incoherent snapshot of the site. The longer the time span of the entire 

site crawl, the higher the risk of archiving pages in different states of the site (incoherence). In 

contrast, if the site's pages did not change at all (or changed little) during the crawl, we say that 

the snapshot is coherent.  

Avoiding incoherent captures is important for the quality assurance of the web archive and its 

professional usage. Ideally, a user should get mutually coherent pages (without any changes 

during the crawl). In case coherence of pages cannot be fully assured, there should be at least 

guarantees (deterministic or stochastic) for the quality of the web archive. For example, a 

journalist can hardly use a web archive of a soccer team because of inconsistent pages. She 

finds the page of a soccer match of April 18th pointing to the details of the match of April 24th. 

The pages are incoherent and not helpful to the journalist. Similarly, an archive of a web site was 

disapproved as evidence in a lawsuit about intellectual property rights (practice.com). The 

archive was of insufficient quality and no guarantees could be made about the consistency of its 

page. In these cases a best-effort strategy for getting a coherent capture or stating the level of 

coherence for the capture could have made a difference. 

The simplest strategy to obtain a coherent capture of a web site and avoid anomalies would be 

to freeze the entire site during the crawl period. This is impractical, as an external crawler cannot 

prevent the site from posting new information on its pages or changing its link structure.  On the 

contrary, the politeness etiquette for Internet robots forces the crawler to pause between 

subsequent HTTP requests, so that the entire capturing of a medium-sized site (e.g., a 

university) may take many hours or several days.  This is an issue for search-engine crawlers, 

too, but it is more severe for archive crawlers as they cannot stop a breadth-first site exploration 

once they have seen enough href anchors. In this way slow but complete site crawls drastically 

increase the risk of blurred captures  

An alternative strategy that may come to mind would be to repeat a crawl that fails to yield a 

coherent capture and keep repeating it until eventually a coherent snapshot can be obtained.  
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But this is an unacceptably high price for data quality as the crawler operates with limited 

resources (servers and network bandwidth) and needs to carefully assign these to as many 

different web sites as possible. 

In order to measure and optimize crawling for temporal coherence we pursued the research in 

the following directions: 

• Proper dating of web pages 

• Ensure coherence of captures with respect to a time-point or interval and 
Identification of pages violating coherence  

• Temporal mapping and cross archive coherence  

 

Proper dating technologies are required to know how old a web page is, i.e., the exact date 
(and time) of last modification. If the last modification time-points of the pages in the web site 
capture are before the start time-point of the capture then the capture can be considered as 
perfectly coherent (not a single page changed during the crawl). Alternatively, if the last 
modification of some pages in the capture succeeds the start of the crawl then these pages 
changed during the crawl and are possibly incoherent with the unchanged pages in the capture. 
Computation of the exact last modification time point is a research challenge, since Last-
Modified field from the HTTP request is unfortunately unreliable (the web servers usually return 
the current time-point as the answer). Our solution here is to combine multiple heuristics with 
visit-revisit downloads of the web page to assess the exact last modification time-point and 
coherence of the web page 

In case the last modification assessment mechanisms are unreliable we introduce techniques to 
assess the coherence of the captures and develop new crawling methods that are optimized for 
temporal coherence. We compute sophisticated statistics (e.g., number of changes occurred 
sorted by change type) for any two captures (offline scenario) or directly at runtime (online 
scenario).  

We developed the Sharp Archiving of web-Site Captures (SHARC) framework to optimize 
crawling for temporal coherence. In line with the prior literature, we model site changes by 
Poisson processes with page-specific change rates. We assume and later verify that these rates 
can be statistically predicted based on page types (e.g., MIME types), depths within the site 
(e.g., distance to site entry points), and URLs (e.g., manually edited user homepages vs. pages 
generated by content management systems).  The user-perceived incoherence by subsequent 
access to site captures is derived from a random-observer model: the user is interested in a 
former time-point uniformly drawn within a large interval of potential access points. 

Within this model, we can reason about the expected coherence of a site capture or the 
probabilistic risk of obtaining an incoherent capture during a crawl. This in turn allows us to 
devise crawl strategies that aim to optimize these measures. While stochastic guarantees of this 
kind are good enough for explorative use of the archive, access that aims to prove or disprove 
claims about former site versions needs deterministic guarantees. To this end, SHARC also 
introduces crawl strategies that visit pages twice: a first visit to fetch the page and a later revisit 
to validate that the page has not changed. The order of visiting and revisiting pages is a degree 
of freedom for the crawl scheduler. We propose strategies that strive for both deterministic and 
stochastic coherence (absence of changes during the site capturing). 

We introduced the concept of semantic coherence and employed temporal reference mappings 
to analyze cross-archive coherence and temporal evolution of entities in web archives and 
referenced sources (i.e., Wikipedia and New York Times data collections). To assess the 
semantic coherence in referenced sources, we have identified named entities in the document 
collections, and canonized the names for cross-archive coherence. We developed a visual tool 
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to assess the evolution and the semantic coherence of the named entities. 

 

3.3.2 State of the Art 

The book on web archiving [Ma06] gives a thorough overview on issues, open problems, and 

techniques related to web archiving. The most typical web archiving scenario is a crawl of all 

pages for a given site done once (or periodically) for a given starting time (or given periodic 

starting times). The book draws a parallel between a photograph of a moving scene and the 

quality of the web archive, however the issue is left as an open problem. Mohr et al. [MKSR04] 

describe the Heritrix crawler, an extensible crawler used by European Archive and other web 

archive institutions. By default Heritrix archives sites in the breadth-first order of discovery, and 

is highly extensible in scheduling, restriction of scope, protocol based fetch processors, resource 

usage, filtering, etc. The system does not offer any tools or techniques to measure and optimize 

crawling for coherence.  

In the field of databases, a related area is data caching. Data caching stores copies of the most 

important data items to decrease the cost of subsequent retrievals of the item. Key issues are 

distribution of the load of data-intensive web applications [ToSa07, HaBu08], efficiency issues in 

search engines [BYGJMPS08], performance-effective cache synchronization [OlWi01, 

CKLMR97]. It is realistic and typical to assume notifications of change. Data quality for web 

archiving raises different issues. The web site cannot notify about the changes of web pages, 

the archive does not synchronize changed pages, archives should optimize for coherence while 

the perfect consistency is a prerequisite in data caching.  

Crawling of the web for the purpose of search engines received a lot of attention. Key issues 

here are efficiency [LLWL08, CGMP98], freshness [BrCy00], importance [NaWi01], relevance to 

keyword queries [CGM00, ChNt02, CMRBY04, ChSc07]. Different weights of importance are 

assigned to the pages on the web and resources are reserved (frequency of crawls, crawling 

priority, etc). The freshness, age, PageRank, BackLink, and other properties are used to 

compute the weights. Other metrics to measure when and how much of the individual pages 

have been changed have been proposed as well [NCO04, ATDE09]. Web change models 

characterizing the dynamics of web pages have been developed [LePo04, KlHa08]. Typically the 

changes of pages are modelled with a Poisson process [CGM00]. 

Olston and Pandey have designed a crawling strategy optimized for freshness [OlPa08]. In order 

to determine which page to download at time point, Olston and Pandey compute the utility 

function for each page and its time points of changes. The utility function is defined such that it 

gives priority to those pages whose changes will not be overwritten by subsequent changes for 

the longest time span. Our setup is very different. We optimize the coherence of entire captures 

and not the freshness of individual pages. 

 

3.3.3 Approach 

3.3.3.1 Proper dating of web pages 

Proper dating technologies are required to know how fresh a web page is – that means – what 
is the date (and time) of last modification. The canonical way for time stamping a web page is to 
use its Last-Modified HTTP header, which is unfortunately unreliable. For that reason, another 
dating technique is to exploit the content’s timestamps. This might be a global timestamp (for 
instance, a date preceded by “Last modified:” in the footer of a web page) or a set of timestamps 
for individual items in the page, such as news stories, blog posts, comments, etc. However, the 
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extraction of semantic timestamps requires the application of heuristics, which imply a certain 
level of uncertainty. Finally, the most costly – but 100% reliable – method is to compare a page 
with its previously downloaded version. Due to cost and efficiency reasons we pursue a 
potentially multistage change measurement procedure: 

 

• Check HTTP timestamp. If it is present and is trustworthy, stop here. 

• Check content timestamp. If it is present and is trustworthy, stop here. 

• Compare a hash of the page with previously downloaded hash. 

• Elimination of non-significant differences (ads, fortunes, request timestamp): 
o only hash text content, or “useful” text content 
o compare distribution of n-grams (shingling) 
o or even compute edit distance with previous version. 

 

On the basis on these dating technologies we are able to develop coherence improving 
capturing strategies that allow us to reconcile temporal information across multiple captures 
and/or multiple archives. 

Coherence of captures with respect to a time-point or interval. The analysis of coherence 
defects measures the quality of a capture either directly at runtime (online scenario) or between 
two captures (offline scenario). To this end, we have developed methods for automatically 
generating sophisticated statistics per capture (e.g. number of changes occurred sorted by 
change type. In addition, the capturing process is traced and enhanced with statistical data for 
exports in graphML [GraphML]. Hence, it is also possible to layout a capture’s spanning tree and 
visualize its coherence defects by applying graphML compliant software. This visual metaphor is 
intended as an additional means to automated statistics for understanding the problems that 
occurred during capturing.Figure 11 depicts a sample visualization of an mpi-inf.mpg.de domain 
capture (about 65.000 web pages) with the visone software (cf. http://visone.info/ for details). 
Depending on node size, shape, and color, the user gets an immediate overview on the success 
or failure of the capturing process. In particular, a node’s size is proportional to the amount of 
coherent web pages contained in its sub-tree. In the same sense, a node’s color highlights its 
“coherence status”: green stands for coherence, yellow indicates content modifications, while 
red indicates link structure changes. The most serious defect class is missing pages, colored 
black. Finally, a node’s shape indicates its MIME type ranging from circles (HTML pages), 
hexagons (multimedia pages), rounded rectangles (Flash or similar), squares (PDF pages and 
other binaries) to triangles (DNS lookups). Altogether, the analysis environment aims at 
helping the crawl engineer to better understand the nature of change(s) within or between web 
sites and – consequently – to adapt the crawling strategy/frequency for future captures. As a 
result, this will also help increase the overall archive coherence. 

In the online scenario, first, the current implementation of existing crawlers was investigated and 
employed for experimental tests on proper dating. We have run experiments with real life data. 
Here, techniques for metadata extraction of web pages have been implemented and the 
correctness of these methods has been tested. As mentioned in the previous section, 
particularly the reliability of Last-Modified turned out to be poor. Hence, we separated the 
capturing process into an initial capture in order to download the pages and to validate them in a 
subsequent revisit. To this end, we developed an efficient revisit strategy that allows testing for 
page changes right after the capture has completed. To this end, we apply conditional GETs that 
make use of etags. As a result, the subsequent validation phase becomes faster by 
simultaneously reducing bandwidth as well as server load. Technically, this is subdivided into a 
modified version of the Heritrix crawler (including a LiWA coherence processor V1) and its 
associated database. Here, metadata extracted within the modified Heritrix crawler is stored and 
made accessible as distinct capture-revisit tuples. In addition, arbitrary captures can be 
combined as artificial capture-revisit tuples of “virtually” decelerated captures. In parallel, we  
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tested our method on synthetically generated data. That employs the same algorithms we have 
run on real life data, but gives us full control over the page changes and allows us to perform 
extreme tests in terms of change frequency, crawling speed and/or crawling strategy. Thus, 
experiments employing our coherence ensuring crawling algorithms can be carried out with 
different expectations about the status of web pages and can be compared against ground truth.  

In the offline scenario, existing WARC files (weekly UKGOV captures) provided by IM have been 
investigated. In order to better understand the amount of change between two consecutive 
captures, visualisations of change ratios have been undertaken. The discovered change ratios 
are also an important parameter on synthetic data, as it helps us to resemble real life crawling 
conditions. In addition, we have studied shingling techniques, which reduce the impact of 
minimal changes in web pages (such as change of date only) on the overall comparison 
process.  

 

 

Figure 11 Coherence defect visualization of a sample domain capture (mpi-inf.mpg.de) by 

visone 
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3.3.3.2 Crawl optimization for temporal coherence 

To optimize crawling for temporal coherence we have investigated scenarios with single visit 

crawling (where all pages in the web site is crawled exactly once) and visit-revisit crawling 

(where all pages in the archive are crawled and afterwards recrawled again). For one-visit 

strategies we cannot know whether the page changed (and therefore became incoherent) during 

the crawl deterministically, but we can still reason about the coherence of the archive 

stochastically, that is, on average. Here we define the blur of the archive as the expected 

number of changes of all pages changed during the crawl (see "Crawl optimization for 

temporal coherence. One-visit case. Blur metric" below). In this case, the crawl optimizer for 

temporal coherence should schedule the pages for download in such a way that the blur of the 

archive is the smallest. For visit-revisit case, all pages can be checked whether the paged did 

not change in between their visit and revisit, and we can reason about the temporal coherence 

deterministically. In this case, we use the coherence (the number of pages that did not change 

during the crawl) of the archive metric to measure the quality of the web archive (see “Crawl 

optimization for temporal coherence. Visit-revisit case. Coherence metric" below). 

Similarly, the crawl optimizer in the visit-revisit case should visit the visit and revisit timepoints of 

the pages so the coherence metric of the archive is maximized. 

In line with the prior literature, our crawler optimized for temporal coherence assumes the 

archiving model where all pages in the web site change according to the Poisson model with an 

average change rate. We also assume that these change rates can be statistically predicted 

based on the features of the page (we have verified these assumptions in the Evaluation 

section).  

Crawl optimization for temporal coherence. One-visit case. Blur metric. The blur of a page 

and the blur of an entire site capture are key measures for assessing the quality of a one-visit 

web archive. 

Definition 1. Let pi be a web page captured at time ti. The blur of the page is the expected 

number of changes between ti and query time t, averaged through observation interval [0, n]: 
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Different download schedules result in different values of blur. We now investigate the optimal 
download schedule for archiving. Mathematically, for the given web site p0,…,pn we show that 
the optimal schedule t0,…,tn, that minimizes the blur of the archive is the schedule where the 
pages that change most should be downloaded in the middle of the crawl. 
 
The following figure illustrates the optimal download schedule where the change rate of the 
scheduled download is visualized as a line of length proportional to the change rate. The 
visualization resembles an organ-pipes arrangement with the highest pipes allocated in middle. 
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Figure12: Optimal download schedule 

 

Crawl optimization for temporal coherence. Visit-revisit case. Coherence metric. We 

schedule all visits before the revisits so that intervals between visit and revisit have a non-empty 

intersection. With this approach, the ideal outcome would be that all pages are mutually 

coherent if they individually did not change between their visits and revisits and they can be 

seen as downloaded instantaneously at a reference time-point see the figure below. 

 

Figure13 Visit-revisit crawling 

Mathematical analysis of the optimal strategy that maximizes coherence is hard. Ultimately, one 
needs to try out all possible schedules of visit-revisit intervals (((n+1)!)2 in total) and opt for the 
strategy that has the highest expected coherence. To reduce the complexity of the problem we 
consider only the family of pyramid-like visit-revisit schedules centered around the middle-point. 
The rationale behind this choice is the higher expected coherence for pyramid-like compared to 
equidistant schedule where the change rates of the pages are the same. Allocation of pages 
(change rates) to the intervals is the degree of freedom of our temporal coherence algorithm. 
Intuitively, one could allocate the hottest pages to the shortest intervals greedily maximizing 
expected coherence of each page. However, in certain cases it is better to “give up” extremely 
hot (hopeless) pages, by assigning them to longer visit-revisit intervals so that other (hopeful) 
pages get shorter visit-revisit intervals and, therefore, have higher chances of getting coherently 
captured. 
 
Summarizing, our technique employs the following three principles: 

• Visit-revisit intervals form a pyramid. 

• Greedily assign the hottest hopeful pages to the shortest intervals. 

• Greedily assign the hottest hopeless pages to the longest intervals. 
 

3.3.3.3 Temporal references and semantic cross-archive coherence  

Mapping the archived pages to accurate timepoints and establishing reference points for 
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versioned data collections (including archives of the web sites, Wikipedia and news articles 

collections) allows us to analyze how coherent the collections are over some points in time and 

reconcile temporal differences across multiple archives. For example, the web archive collection 

of the official product may reflect the view of the producer, while the web archive collection of the 

blogs mentioning the product gives a different view over the product focusing on the opinions 

and feeling of the customers. Temporal references across multiple archives allow this type of 

semantic coherence analysis and reconciliation. 

We operate over entire (web) archives to define semantic coherence. Clearly, the granularity of 

individual (web) pages is too detailed to describe named entities (atomic elements in text of 

predefined categories such as the names of persons, organizations, locations, expressions of 

times, quantities, monetary values, percentages, etc) in the archives and temporally 

reconciliation across different archives is problematic. Instead, we learn what those named 

entities “meant” at particular points in time in the archives, and analyzed how different the 

meaning of the named entities are across the multiple archives. 

We gather the meaning of the named entities at particular timepoints with the help of the co-

occurrence statistics. We extract all named entities from the English language texts for all 

months of the given archives and compute the statistics. For example, if the web archive of a 

newspaper is considered, then the named entity Mikhail_Gorbachev is co-occurring frequently 

with Perestroika in the months of 1987, New_Currency_Rubles in 1998, End_Cold_War in 1989, 

and Nobel_Peace_Prize in 1990. The co-occurring named entities in the documents describe 

what Mikhail_Gorbachev was involved with at particular timepoints and show its evolution. 

We built the visualization tool to analyze semantic coherence of named entities across multiple 

web archives. The visualization is based on the stacked displays. Given a named entity as input 

(e.g., Mikhail_Gorbachev) we compute its top 20 co-occurring named entities for the same 

timepoints in both web archives and visualize the result in the stacked displays (see the figure 

below). The X axis in both visualizations denote the same timepoint of the archives, while the Y 

axis show the weight of the co-occurring named entity. 

 

Figure 14: Semantic coherence across multiple web archives 
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3.3.4 Implementation 

We have implemented all temporal coherence strategies in an experimental testbed, and we 
have integrated selected temporal coherence strategies into the Heritrix archive crawler. Our 
prototype consists of three main components: scheduler, multithreaded downloader, and 
database. The scheduler dispatches pages for downloading, driven by configurable options for 
our temporal coherence strategies. In the original Heritrix crawler, the scheduling is based on a 
breadth-first strategy; search engines, on the other hand, employ techniques that optimize for 
freshness, importance of pages, and scope (news, blogs, deep web). Given the schedule, the 
downloader aims to fetch as many pages as possible, within the limits of the available network 
bandwidth. The downloader runs multiple threads in parallel, one for each crawled site, and 
parses the downloaded pages to discover new URLs. To avoid downloading the same page 
more than once, the downloader normalizes the URLs and employs de-duplication techniques. 
Newly found URLs are returned back to the scheduler for planning, while fully downloaded web 
pages are stored and indexed in a database (PostgreSQL in our case). We have integrated 
selected SHARC strategies into the Heritrix software (within the limitations given by the original 
Heritrix architecture; hence not all strategies). Figure15depicts the integrated architecture. We 
reused most of the modules of Heritrix (the shaded region), and we added the Change-Rates 
module and replaced the Heritrix scheduler with our scheduler. Like standard web crawlers, the 
SHARC crawler usually starts with a set of seed URLs for a site to be captured. In addition, we 
have implemented the sitemaps protocol, which allows us to load URLs of a site and their typical 
change rates from published sitemaps. The temporal coherence scheduler retrieves this 
information and schedules the pages for visits and then for revisits. 

 

Figure15: Architecture of the system 

3.3.5 Evaluation 

3.3.5.1 Determining Change Rates 

Change rates can be determined from three sources: 1) extracted from sitemaps, 2) estimated 
from previous crawls of a site, 3) predicted by machine learning methods (classifiers or 
regression models) based on easily observable features. We discuss all these issues below in 
turn.  
 
Sitemaps are an easy way for webmasters to inform robots about pages on their sites that are 
available at the web site for crawling. Sitemaps are XML files that contain URLs pointing to other 
sitemaps (see Figure 12) or a list of URLs available at the site (see Figure 13). The compressed 
size of the sitemap is limited to 10MB and can contain up to 50K URLs. These limitations are 
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introduced so that the web server does not need to serve very large files. If a sitemap exceeds 
the limit, then multiple sitemap files and a sitemap index file must be created. However, it has 
become practice that webmasters create several sitemaps even for small web sites, grouping 
the URLs into conceptual partitions of interrelated URLs on a site, sub-sites so to speak. Our 
framework can harness information about sub-sites that site owners want to be crawled and 
archived as coherently as possible. 
 
A sitemap file consists of a list of URLs with the following metadata (see the figure below): 

• loc is a mandatory field indicating the URL of a web page. 

• lastmod is an optional field indicating the last modified date and time of the page. 

• changefreq is an optional field indicating the typical frequency of change. Valid values 
include: always, hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, never. This information can be 
mapped onto (bins of) change rates for the page-specific parameter of the Poisson-
process model. 

• priority is an optional field indicating the relative importance or weight of the page on 
the web site. 

 
<urlset xmlns= 

"http://www.sitemaps.org/schemas/sitemap/0.9"> 

<url> 

<loc>http://www.dw-world.de</loc> 

<lastmod>2009-02-11</lastmod> 

<changefreq>hourly</changefreq> 

<priority>1.0</priority> 

</url> 

<url> 

<loc>http://www.dw-

world.de/dw/0,,265,00.html</loc> 

<lastmod>2008-11-11</lastmod> 

<changefreq>hourly</changefreq> 

<priority>1.0</priority> 

</url> 

</urlset> 

 

Figure 16: Example of sitemap file 

 
Currently, approximately 35 million web sites publish sitemaps, providing metadata for several 
billion URLs. Top domains using sitemaps are in .com, .net, .cn, .org, .jp, .de, .cz, .ru, .uk, .nl 
domains including www.cnn.com, www.nytimes.com, www.bbb.co.uk, www.dw-world.de. 
 
Oracle of change rates. This returns the best estimate for the change rate of a given page. We 
call it an oracle, since it needs to know the full history of changes. This is in contrast to a change 
rate predictor (see below) where the change history is known only for a sample of pages and is 
used to learn a prediction model. We use the standard maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for a 
Poisson distribution to compute the change rate. 
 

Predictor of change rates. This uses standard classification techniques (Naive Bayes and the 
C4.5 decision-tree classifier) to predict change rates from given features of a page. (We also 
tried linear regression. It was poorer because of the dominating non-changing pages.) Since 
classifiers work with categorical output data (labelled classes), we discretize the change rates 
using equal-frequency binning with ten bins. Equal-frequency binning aims to partition the 
domain of change rates into bins (intervals) so that each bin contains the same (or nearly the 
same) number of observations (individual pages) from the dataset. As for the features of the 
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pages, we have investigated two different sets: features that are only available in online settings 
(the web page itself is not available, but only its URL and its metadata) and offline settings 
(where the web page is available as well): 
o online features: features from the URL string: domain name, MIME type, depth of the URL 

path (number of slashes), length of the URL, the first three word-segments of the URL 
path, the presence/absence of special symbols: tilde(_), underline( ), question mark(?), 
semi-column(;), column(:), comma(,), and percentage sign (%) . 

o offline features: all online features and the number of days since the last change, number 
of images, number of tables, number of outlinks, number of inlinks in the web page. 

 

The change rate predictors are indeed practically viable. Not surprisingly, the overall winners 
use offline features, but the online-features predictors are also fairly accurate (see the figure 
below). 

 

Figure17 Classification precision for MPII, DMOZ, and UKGOV 

3.3.5.2 Evaluation of temporal coherence 

Datasets, methods, and metrics. We experimentally evaluate our own techniques against a 

variety of baseline strategies: Breadth-first search (BFS) and Depth-first search (DFS) (most 

typical techniques by archive crawlers), Hottest-first (HF), Hottest-last (HL) (most promising 

simple crawlers, where heat refers to change rates of pages), and the method of Olston and 

Pandey (OP) (the best freshness-optimized crawling strategy). For incorporating change rate 

estimates, we include two versions: the change rate is given either by the oracle or by the 

predictor. We trained the predictors only with the online features. A random sample of 10% of 

the size of each web site was used to train the classifiers. The incoherence measure (in contrast 

to blur) assumes the visit-revisit crawl model where all pages are accessed twice. The classical 

BFS, DFS, HF, and HL strategies do not have revisits, but for fair comparison we simulated the 

revisits using FIFO (first-in-first-out) or LIFO (last-in-first-out) strategies. We did not run OP for 

the visit-revisit case, since there is not obvious generalization of this technique. 

We use the actual blur and actual incoherence to assess single-visit and visit-revisit strategies, 

respectively. 

We tested all methods on a variety of real-world datasets and also on synthetically generated 

web sites for systematic variation of site properties. The real-world datasets are summarized in 

the table bellow 
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Figure18 Datasets used in the experiments 

Stochastic coherence. The results of the experiments on blur with single-visit strategies over 
real-world datasets are shown in the table below. The best values for each dataset are 
highlighted in boldface. Our strategies (first three columns) outperform all competitors by a large 
margin.  

 

Figure19 Stochastic coherence 

Deterministic coherence. The results of the experiments on incoherence with visit-revisit 
strategies over real-world datasets are shown in the table below. Our temporal coherence 
strategies outperformed all baseline opponents by a substantial margin. The offline strategy 
exhibits incoherence values that are lower than those of the competitors by more than a factor of 
3. The online strategy did not perform quite as well as its offline counterpart, but it is not much 
worse and still much better than all online competitors. On one specific dataset, the online 
strategy outperformed the offline variant, but this is due to “random” effects regarding lucky 
situations by the order in which pages are detected. The flexibility that our temporal coherence 
strategies have in dealing with hopeless pages pays off well and leads to the highest gains on 
sites with a large number of changing pages like DMOZ, MOD, DH, and ARMY.  
 

 

Figure20 Deterministic incoherence 

3.3.6 Conclusions 

The web is in constant flux. National libraries and Internet archive organizations prevent the 

pages from disappearing by collecting and preserving entire web sites. Due to the politeness 
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policy, crawling may take hours if not days. During a site crawl, pages may undergo changes, 

resulting in an incoherent snapshot of the site. The longer the time span of the entire site crawl, 

the higher the risk of archiving pages in different states of the site (incoherence). In contrast, if 

the site's pages did not change at all (or changed little) during the crawl, we say that the 

snapshot is coherent.  

Avoiding incoherent snapshots is important for the quality assurance of the web archive and its 

professional usage. Ideally, a user should get mutually coherent pages (without any changes 

during the crawl). In case coherence of pages cannot be fully assured, there should be at least 

guarantees (deterministic or stochastic) for the quality of the web archive.  

To quantify the deterministic and the stochastic guarantees we have defined two web archive 

quality measures: blur and coherence. The blur is a stochastic measure about the data quality of 

the web archive and is appropriate for explorative use of archives. The coherence is a 

deterministric measure and is appropriate for legally tangible use of archives. For each of the 

measures we presented strategies applicable in practice. The experiments confirm that the 

proposed strategies for data quality of web archives outperform their competitors.  

The blur and coherence measures aim at improving quality of individual archives. To approach 

data quality in multiple archives we introduce a model for cross-archive temporal coherence and 

reconciliation. We establish mapping of the archived pages to accurate timepoints (reference 

points) in versioned data collections. This allowed us to analyse how coherent the collections are 

at the reference points and reconcile temporal differences across the collections. 
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3.4 Semantic Evolution Detection 

The correspondence between the terminology used for querying and the one used in content 

objects to be retrieved is a crucial prerequisite for effective retrieval technology. However, as 

terminology is evolving over time, a growing gap opens up between older documents in (long-

term) archives and the active language used for querying such archives. Thus, technologies for 

detecting and systematically handling terminology evolution are required to ensure “semantic” 

accessibility of (Web) archive content on the long run. 

In this section we show LiWA achievements in this area, in particular 

• Word Sence Discrimination 

• Grpah Clustering 

• Evolution Detection 

• Evaluations on a historic newspaper corpus as well as the uk.gov web crawls 

 

3.4.1 Motivation and Problem Statement 

This work is motivated by the goal to ensure the accessibility and especially the interpretability of 

long term archives in order to secure knowledge for future generations. Languages are evolving 

over time; new terms are created, existing terms change their meanings and others disappear. 

The available technology for accessing digital archives works well as long as the user is aware 

of the language evolution. But how should a young scholar find out that the term fireman was 

used in the 19th century to describe a firefighter?  

Until recently archives were found mainly in the form of libraries and the librarian served as a 

domain expert on the resources stored within the library. Now, with the explosion of publications 

(printed and digital), our archives will increase in size as well as covered domains while at the 

same time the resource for maintaining the libraries are decreasing. In future it will hardly be 

possible for libraries to provide domain experts for accessing the vast amount of information 

stored in the archives and especially in Web Archives.  

Etymological dictionaries can be used to address this issue of language evolution by providing 

mappings or expanding queries. However, such dictionaries have several drawbacks. Firstly 

they are rare and general. Few domain specific etymological dictionaries, such as Medline 

[AS05] for the medical domain, are available. Mostly, these dictionaries are created manually 

[OED]. Archives will increasingly store user generated content (e.g., Blogs, tweets, forums etc) 

which follow few norms. Slang and gadget names are used frequently but rarely make it into a 

formal dictionary. To make matters worse, these terms change at a rapid pace. Due to the 

change rate, as well as the huge amount of data stored in archives, it will not be possible to 

manually create and maintain entries and mappings for term evolution. Instead, there will be an 

increasing need to find and handle changes in language in an automatic way.    

A special case of evolution - outdated spellings of the same term - has been addressed by 

[EF07]. A rule based method is used for deriving spelling variations that are later used for 

information retrieval. A larger class of issues is caused by language evolution in old collections 

and is a result of language changes triggered by various factors including new insights, political 

and cultural trends, new legal requirements, and high-impact events [CO05]. To name a few 

examples, in mid 20th century the term rock added a  music sense to its  stone sense, a portable 

music player is no longer referred to as a  walkman or discman but rather mp3 player or ipod 
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and the term nice no longer means cowardly or  foolish. In order to overcome issues caused by 

language evolution it is necessary to develop methods and models designed especially for this 

purpose. Due to the size of the collections an explicit modelling of semantics, such as those 

presented by [EF07] is not possible. 

Because there exists automatic ways for finding word senses given a collection of text, namely 

word sense discrimination, we intend to find term evolution by first finding word sense evolution. 

Candidate word senses are found using word sense discrimination applied of different periods in 

time. Once these senses are found, we can use mapping techniques to align the senses over 

time and deduce if the sense has changed. Using this information we aim at finding term 

evolutions, i.e., that fireman is now more commonly referred to as fire fighter.  

A model for finding evolution can be found in [TA09]. A crucial part of this model is to 

automatically find the word senses present in the archive for different time periods. A 

prerequisite for the archive is to contain enough text and to cover a long enough time period to 

increase the chance of having language evolution present in the archive. For this reason we use 

The Times Archive [TIM10] a collection of news articles spanning from 1785-1985.  For 

comparison purposes, we use the New York Times Annotated Corpus (NYT) [SAN08] as a 

reference corpus. Because of the method of creation, we consider the NYT corpus as a ground 

truth. The corpus is considered to be error free and hence a good corpus for comparison. It 

provides a lower bound for how well the tools and algorithms should perform for a news paper 

corpus but also for a web corpus. As an example of such a corpus, we will use sample crawls of 

.gov.uk performed by European Archives for the time period 2003-2008. 

 

3.4.2 State of the Art on Terminology Evolution 

Very limited work has been published in the field of terminology evolution. Therefore we focus in 

the following discussion on the state of the art on the technologies which enable the detection of 

terminology evolution namely word sense discrimination and cluster evolution.  

Automatic detection of cluster evolution can aid in automatically detecting terminology evolution. 

This has been a well studied field in the recent years. One such approach for modeling and 

tracking cluster transitions is presented in a framework called Monic [SNT+96]. In this framework 

internal as well as external cluster transitions are monitored. The disadvantages of the method 

are that the algorithm assumes a hard clustering and that each cluster is considered as a set of 

elements without respect to the links between the elements of the cluster. In a network of lexical 

co-occurrences, the links can be valuable since the connections between terms give useful 

information to the sense being presented. In [PBV07], a way to detect evolution is presented 

which also considers the edge structure among cluster members.  

In the field of word sense discrimination, as well as word sense disambiguation, it is common to 

evaluate the algorithms on digital collections covering documents created in the 2nd half of the 

20th century. These collections are error free and sometimes annotated with linguistic 

annotations. Except our preliminary work in [TA09], an evaluation of word sense discrimination 

on document collections covering more than 50 years, has to our knowledge not been performed 

so far.  

Several methods for word sense discrimination based on co-occurrence analysis and clustering 

have been proposed by among others [DR06], [PB97] as well as [SC98]. [SC98] presented the 

idea of context group discrimination. Each occurrence of an ambiguous word in a training set is 

mapped to a point in word space. The similarity between two points is measured by cosine 
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similarity. A context vector is then considered as the centroid (or sum) or the vectors of the 

words occurring in the context. This set of context vectors are then clustered into a number of 

coherent clusters. The representation of a sense is the centroid of its cluster. 

The use of dependency triples is one alternative approach for word sense discrimination and 

was first described by [LI98]. In this paper a word similarity measure is proposed and an 

automatically created thesaurus which uses this similarity is evaluated. This method has the 

restriction of using hard clustering which is less appropriate for word senses due to ambiguity 

and polysemy of words. The author reports the method to work well but no formal evaluation is 

performed. In [PL02] a clustering algorithm called Clustering By Committee (CBC) is presented, 

which outperforms popular algorithms like Buckshot, K-means and Average Link in both recall 

and precision. The paper proposes a method for evaluating the output of a word sense 

clustering algorithm to WordNet, which has since been widely used [DO07] [FE04]. In addition, it 

has been implemented in the WordNet::Similarity package by [PB97]. Due to a wide acceptance 

of the method, we based our methods of evaluation on this work. 

[DED04] presented another method for taking semantic structures in to account in order to 

improve discrimination quality. They showed that co-occurrences of nouns in lists contain 

valuable information about the meaning of words. A graph is constructed in which the nodes are 

nouns and noun phrases. There exists an edge between two nodes if the corresponding nouns 

are found separated by ``and'', ``or'' or commas in the collection. The graph is clustered based 

on the clustering coefficient of a node and the resulting clusters contain semantically related 

terms representing word senses. The method can handle ambiguity and due to the good results 

reported in [DED04] we have decided to use this method for our processing pipeline. 

 

3.4.3 Word Sense Discrimination 

After establishing word sense discrimination as a crucial step for detecting term evolution, we 

apply word sense discrimination on The Times Archive (1785 – 1985) as well as to the gov.uk 

crawl –web crawls of the gov.uk domain from 2003 - 2008. In this section we will explain the 

details of our processing pipeline for word sense discrimination as well as evaluation of the 

clusters found. 

Word sense discrimination is the task of automatically finding the sense classes of words 

present in a collection. The output of word sense discrimination is sets of terms that are found in 

the collection and describe word senses. This grouping of terms is derived from clustering and 

we therefore refer to such an automatically found sense as a cluster. Throughout this report we 

will use the terms cluster, word sense, and sense interchangeably.  

Clustering techniques can be divided into hard and soft clustering algorithms. In hard clustering 

an element can only appear in one cluster, while soft clustering allows each element to appear in 

several. Due to the ambiguous property of words, soft clustering is most appropriate for word 

sense discrimination. The techniques can be further divided into two major groups, supervised 

and unsupervised. Because of the vast amount of data found in used collections, we are using 

an unsupervised technique proposed in [DED04], called curvature clustering. The curvature 

clustering is the core of the processing pipeline described next.  
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The Processing Pipeline for Word Sense Discrimination 

The processing pipeline depicted in Figure 21 consists of four steps; pre-processing, natural 

language processing, creation of co-occurrence graph and clustering. These constitute the three 

major steps involved in word sense discrimination with the addition of pre-processing. 

Each step is performed for a separate subset of the collection. Each subset represents a time 

interval and the granularity can be chosen freely.  

 

Figure 21: Overview of the word sense discrimination processing pipeline with all four steps involved beginning with 

pre-processing. 

 

Pre-Processing and Natural Language Processing 

The first step towards finding word senses is to prepare the documents in the archive for the 

subsequent processing. For The Times Archive this means extracting the content from the 

provided XML documents and performing an initial cleaning of the data. For the Web archive the 

relevant content – pure text without navigational elements – of a web page need to be extracted 

by using the Boilerplate detection [KFN10]. 

The next step is to extract nouns and noun phrases from the cleaned text. Therefore, it is first 

passed to a linguistic processor that uses a part-of-speech tagger to identify nouns. In addition, 

terms are lemmatized if a lemma can be derived. Lemmas of identified nouns are added to a 

term list which is considered to be the dictionary corresponding to that particular subset. The 

lemmatized text is then given as input to a second linguistic processor to extract noun phrases. 

The noun phrases, as well as the remaining nouns for which the first part-of-speech tagger was 

not able to find lemmas, are placed in the dictionary. 

 

Co-occurrence graph creation 

After the natural language processing step, a co-occurrence graph is created. Typically the 

sliding window method is used for creating the graph but our initial experiments indicated that 

using the sliding window method in conjunction with the curvature clustering algorithm provide 

clusters corresponding to events rather than to word senses. Therefore we use the following 

grammatical approach instead. 

Using the dictionary corresponding to a particular subset, the documents in the subset are 

searched for lists of nouns and noun phrases. Terms from the dictionary, that are found in the 

text separated by an and, an or or a comma, are considered to be co-occurring. For example in 

the sequence ... cars like bmw, Audi and Fiat ... the terms bmw, Audi and Fiat are all co-

occurring in the graph. Once the entire subset is processed, all co-occurrences are filtered. Only 
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co-occurrences with a frequency above a certain threshold are kept. This procedure ensures 

that the level of noise is reduced and most spurious connections are removed. 

 

Graph clustering 

The clustering step is the core step of word sense discrimination and takes place once the co-

occurrence graph is created. The curvature clustering algorithm by [DED04] is used to cluster 

the graph. The algorithm calculates the clustering coefficient [WS98] of each node, also called 

curvature value, by counting the number of triangles that the node is involved in. The triangles, 

representing the interconnectedness of the node's neighbors, are normalized by the total 

number of possible triangles. Depicted in Figure 22 is a graph which illustrates the calculations 

of curvature values using different triangles. Node vw has a curvature value of 1 as it is involved 

in its only possible triangle (audi, bmw, vw). The node audi has a curvature value of 2/3 because 

it is involved in two triangles (audi, bmw, vw) and (audi, bmw, fiat) out of its three possible 

triangles (audi, bmw, vw), (audi, bmw, fiat), and (audi, fiat, vw). Node porsche is not involved in 

any triangle and therefore its curvature value is 0. 

 

Figure 22: Graph to illustrate curvature value. Nodes are labeled with (name:curvature value) 

 

After computing curvature values for each node, the algorithm removes nodes with a curvature 

value below a certain threshold. The low curvature nodes represent ambiguous nodes that are 

likely to connect parts of the graph that would otherwise not be connected (shown as red nodes 

in Figure 23(a). Once these nodes are removed, the remaining graph falls apart into connected 

components (shown as black nodes in Figure 23(b)).The connected components, from now on 

referred to as clusters, are considered to be candidate word senses. In the final step each 

cluster is enriched with the nearest neighbors of its members. This way the clusters capture also 

the ambiguous terms and the algorithm is shown to handle both ambiguity as well as polysemy.   
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Figure 23: Illustrating the steps involved in the curvature clustering algorithm. (a) Nodes in red have low curvature 

value. (b) Once removed, the graph falls apart into connected components which constitute the core of the clusters. 

 

3.4.4 Evolution Detection 

Once we have created clusters, i.e., word senses, for each period in time, we can compare 

these clusters to see if there has been any evolution. Consider the cluster C1=( bicycle, bike, 

car, motorbike, scooter, wheelchair) from 2006 of the .gov.uk web crawl. In 2007 of the same 

collection we find the exact same cluster, most likely indicating that the web pages from 2006 

stayed unchanged in 2007. In 2008, we find a cluster C2=( motorcycle, moped, scooter, car, 

motorbike). Because of the high overlap between the clusters, e.g., car, motorbike, scooter, we 

can draw the conclusion that they are highly related. Still we see some shift. In C1, the words 

bicycle, bike and wheelchair are representatives of non-motorized means of transportation, while 

in C2, only motorized means of transportations are present.  

Because available web archives span a relatively short period of time, true terminology evolution 

becomes difficult to find. Therefore, as an example of cluster evolution, we show clusters from 

The Times Archive [TIM10] that is split into yearly sub-collections and processed according to 

[TNF+10] 

In Table 7 we see clusters for the term flight. Among the displayed clusters it is clear that the 

senses for flight are several and mostly grouped together. Between 1867-1894 there are 5 

clusters (only two of them displayed here) that all refer to hurdle races. Between the years 1938 

- 1957 the clusters are referring to cricket, the terms in the clusters are referring to the ball. 

Starting from 1973 the clusters correspond to the modern sense of flight as a means of travel, 

especially for holidays. The introduction of among others pocket money, visa, accommodation, 

differentiates the latter clusters from the earlier. Also the cluster in 1927 refers to a flight but not 

necessarily in a holiday sense. 

Year  Cluster member  Sense  

1867  yard, terrace, flight  Hurdle race  

1892  hurdle race, flight, year, steeplechase  Hurdle race  

1927  flight, england, london, ontariolondon  Transport  

1938  length, flight, spin, pace  Cricket  
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1957  flight, speed, direction spin, pace  Cricket  

1973  flight, riding, sailing, vino, free skiing  Travel  

1980  flight, visa, free board, week, pocket money, home  Travel  

1984  flight, swimming pool, transfer, accommodation  Travel  

Table 7: Evolution of the term "flight" as found in The Times Archive 

 

 

The Theory 

The LiWA Terminology Evolution Tracking Module (TeVo), uses word sense clusters as a 

starting point for terminology evolution tracking. Each term in a word sense cluster is associated 

to a local clustering coefficient, i.e., local curvature value. This local curvature value represents 

the terms interconnectedness within the local graph considering only the cluster members. The 

first experiments using clusters for tracking word senses provided some useful results. However, 

the level of noise was very high. For that reason the second version of the TeVo module uses 

units for tracking. 

A unit �������, ��	 
 ��  is an ordered sequence of clusters ��
��  , ��

����  , … , ��
��  � s.t. each cluster 

comes from a distinct, consecutive time period �� s.t.  �� � �� � ��. For a unit, it is required that all 

clusters are similar where similarity between clusters is considered to be a Jaccard similarity 

between the cluster members of clusters. Two clusters are considered similar if their Jaccard 

similarity is larger than a constant minClusterSim.  

Each unit represents a stable sense for a term during a period of time. Cluster terms from the 

clusters involved in the unit with high local curvature, i.e, local curvature above minLocalCurv, 

are associated to the unit. We also associate terms to the unit if the term occurs in many of the 

clusters involved in the unit. The associated terms to the unit are called the unit representation. 

Once we have the units, we compare all units associated to a term �, called ��with each other 

in order to find paths. A path  ������� , ��	 is an ordered sequence of units from �� such that all 

units are pair wise similar. That means �!"�������, ��	, ������#, ��	$ % !������&�!. Similarity 

between two units is considered to be a Jaccard similarity between the unit representatives. 

Observe that we do not require the units in a path to be consecutive. We do this in order to 

capture senses that have lost in popularity for a period of time and then re-appear in our dataset.  

 The TeVo module considers multi paths. That means each unit can participate in several paths, 

e.g., path 1: {�' (  �) (  �* (  �+  }, path 2: {�, (  �* (  �-  }  

For the units involved in each path, there are two possibilities:  

1. If  �!"��, ��$ .  /012�3/ �, 413 ��, ��  5  �� we consider units to be same sense 

without any evolution.  

2. If !������&�! �  �!"��, ��$ �  /012�3/ �, 413 ��, ��  5  ��  we consider units to 

be the same but evolved sense. 

Each path is marked with the time periods where there has been evolution between its 

units. 
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3.4.5 Implementation 

In the following we give a brief overview on the architecture, implementation and the integration 

of the LiWA TeVo module (LiWA Terminology Evolution Tracking module) into web crawlers. 

More details about the implementation can be found in [TZI+10]. 

The LiWA TeVo Module is split into terminology extraction and tracing of terminology evolution. 

It is a post-processing module and can be triggered once a crawl or a partial crawl is finished. As 

input the module takes WARC or ARC files created, e.g., by Heritrix.  

The terminology extraction pipeline is implemented using Apache UIMA, which is a software 

framework for unstructured information management applications. The UIMA framework is 

scalable and can analyze large amounts of unstructured information. Furthermore its modular 

design allows for easy extension and adoption for the TeVo module.  

For extracting terminology from web archives we have build a pipeline with the following UIMA 

components: 

• WARC Extraction: Archive Collection Reader, using BoilerPipe [KFN10] for extracting text 

from web documents.  

• POS Tagger and Lemmatizer: Natural Language Processing using DKPro [MZM+08] UIMA 

components. 

• Cooccurrence Analysis: AnnotationsToDB, writing the terminology and document metadata to 

a database, TeVo DB. 

After finishing the processing and indexing the extracted terms, the terminology co-occurrence 

graphs will be created for different time intervals. Afterwards the clustering and evolution 

detection can be applied to the resulting graphs as described in the previous sections. 

 

3.4.6 Evaluation 

The aim of the evaluation is to (1) analyze the applicability NLP tools and word sense 

discrimination on long term archives and (2) to provide a manual assessment of selected term 

evolutions found in the collections.  

We use The Times Archive as a sample of real world English. The corpus contains news paper 

articles spanning from year 1785 to 1985. The digitization process was started in year 2000 

when the collection was digitized from microfilm and OCR technology was applied to process the 

images. The resulting 201 years of data consists of 4363 articles in the smallest dataset and 

91583 in the largest. The number of whitespace separated tokens range from 4 million tokens in 

1785 to 68 million tokens in 1928. In sum we found 7.1 billion tokens that translate into an 

average number of 35 million tokens per year. 

We used in addition the error free NYT Corpus as a reference corpus that contains over 1.8 

million articles written and published by the New York Times between 1987 and 2007. The 

analysis of the NYT corpus can be found in the Annex. 

 

3.4.6.1 Evaluation Method 

To evaluate the quality of the clusters, that is, the correspondence between clusters and word 

senses, we use a method proposed by [PL02] which relies on WordNet as a reference for word 
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senses. The method compares the top k members of each cluster to WordNet senses. A cluster 

is said to correctly correspond to a WordNet sense S if the similarity between the top k members 

of the cluster and the sense S is above a given threshold. Following [PL02] we choose similarity 

threshold 0.25 and set the number of top k members to k = 4. The clustering algorithm proposed 

by [PL02] assigns to each cluster member, a probability of belonging to the cluster, thus 

providing an intuitive way of choosing “top” members. The curvature clustering algorithm does 

not provide such probabilities and therefore we choose our k members randomly among the 

WordNet terms. Only clusters with at least two WordNet terms are evaluated resulting in 2 ≤ k ≤ 

4.  

To measure the performance of the NLP tools we investigate in addition the amount of nouns 

recognized from our collections as well as the rate for which these nouns can be lemmatized. 

 

3.4.6.2 Cluster Analysis for The Times Archive 

Applying the method described in Section 3.4.4 to The Times Archive results in 221 - 106000 

unique relations, i.e., edges in the graph. The number of unique relations per year is highly 

correlated to the number of nouns recognized by WordNet for that year. Figure 24 shows the 

relation between graph sizes and corresponding number of clusters. It can be seen that the 

number of clusters depend on the number of relations.  

After World War II (WWII) we find that the number of clusters found w.r.t the size of the graph, 

increases. This indicates that the curvature clustering algorithm performs better w.r.t the quantity 

of found clusters in this period. 

 

 

Figure 24:Comparison of graph size and number of cluster found in The Times Archive 
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3.4.6.3 Cluster Quality Evaluation 

In Figure 25 we see the cluster quality of clusters created using The Times Archive. On average 

69% of all clusters contain more than two WordNet terms and can thus be evaluated. During the 

first period, up to 1840 we see much fluctuation. The extreme values of maximum or minimum 

precision for any one year occur before 1811 where there are very few clusters. In 1810 we have 

a total of two clusters of which none can be evaluated. In 1808 we have only one cluster and 

that cluster correctly corresponds to a WordNet sense and hence gives a precision of 1 for that 

year. Also in 1795 we have 17 measurable clusters out of which all pass the evaluation. We note 

that the period of high fluctuation in the precision corresponds well to the period of high 

fluctuation in the dictionary recognition rates.  

Considering also the extreme values for 1808-1810 the average precision is 0.83 ± 0.08. 

However, removing these three years we have an average precision of 0.84 and a standard 

deviation of 0.04. The minimum precision is 0.67 and occurs for year 1814.  

 In the period starting from 1940 and onwards we note that the average precision is higher (0.87) 

and that the standard deviation is lower (0.02). This period of a higher and more stable precision 

corresponds well to the period with a high and stable dictionary recognition rate for The Times 

Archive. 

 

Figure 25: The results of the cluster evaluations for The Times Archive. On average 83\% of all clusters correspond to 

WordNet senses. The low values around 1808-1810 correspond to periods with very few (or zero) clusters 

 

3.4.6.4 Dictonary recogniation rate 

To measure the suitability of TreeTagger as a lemmatizer we measure the proportion of 

WordNet nouns for which TreeTagger found a lemma. This is a steadily increasing number with 

an average of 62% ± 3% and a maximum value of 67%. This means that at best, TreeTagger 

cannot find lemmas for one third of all terms recognized as nouns by WordNet and on average 4 

out of 10 terms cannot be lemmatized. The ratio of WordNet nouns that can be lemmatized by 

TreeTagger is comparable with that of the NYT corpus. 
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3.4.6.5 Experiments conducted on sample Web Archives from .gov.uk crawls 

Our experiments are conducted on sample archives from .gov.uk crawls available at Internet 

Memory (formerly European Archives)11.Archives from December each year are chosen and 

processed. The results are varying sized samples for which we will present details.  

Firstly it is clear that the amount of relations extracted from the yearly samples vary heavily 

because of the type of archive. As web archives can contain multimedia files, images, videos 

etc, it is difficult to predict the amount of text from such a sample. This limits the control over the 

amount of text extracted and indexed. Furthermore, even if we can control the amount of text 

that is processed, if the crawl is too wide, the extracted relations become sparse and the amount 

of useful information in each co-occurrence graph varies heavily.  

 

 

Figure 26: Number of relations and the amount of unique terms from these relations shown for samples from 2003-

2008. 

In Figure 26 we see the amount of relations as well as how many unique terms were present in 

the graphs. In 2003 each term has an average of 2.7 relations in the resulting graph. In 2006 or 

2007, each term has an average of roughly 5.2 relations. A major factor for the observed 

variation is the diversity of the data in the crawl. The more diverse data that is chosen for 

processing, the fewer are the amount of relations per term.  This varying behavior is also shown 

for the number of clusters extracted from the co-occurrence graphs, Figure 27. In 2003 there is 

one cluster for every 36th relation while in 2006 and 2007 there is one cluster for every 700th 

relation. In 2008 we have one cluster for every 470th relation. This is most likely a result of the 

sparseness in the crawls. Too many topics result in a graph with many relations that are not 

creating triangles, which results in many terms with a low clustering coefficient. These terms are 

removed in the clustering and do not contribute to creating clusters.  

 

                                                

11
http://www.internetmemory.org 
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Figure 27: Number of clusters shown for samples from 2003-2008. We also see the quality of these clusters. 

We measure the quality of the clusters by measuring the correspondence of clusters to WordNet 

synsets [PL02], i.e., the amount of clusters which correspond to a word sense. For this reason 

we evaluate all clusters with more than one term from WordNet. An average of 68% of the 

clusters is used for evaluation. Figure 27 shows the number of clusters per year as well as the 

quality of the clusters. In 2003 where we have the highest amount of clusters, we have a fairly 

low quality of the clusters. Only 3 out of 4 clusters correspond to a word sense. In 2006 and 

2007 on the other hand, we have fewer clusters with a high quality where 9 out of 10 clusters 

correspond to a word sense. In 2008 the quality is again lowered. We see that the results of the 

word sense discrimination algorithm is very irregular and highly dependent on the underlying 

archive. If the documents in the archive contain high quality, descriptive text, then the clusters 

have a high quality. If on the other hand, the documents in the archive contain a high amount of 

spam and advertisements, incorrectly written English etc., then good quality clusters are rarer. 

The remaining clusters, i.e., clusters that are not representing word senses or not considered in 

the evaluation, are not necessarily semantically unrelated clusters. In many cases they are just 

not corresponding to word senses. As an example, in 2003 we have many clusters which 

contain people names and names of documents, forms etc. (t.ereau, m-b.delisle, n.kopp, 

a.dorandeu, f.chretien, h.adle-biassette, f.gray) are all authors of a paper about Creutzfeldt-

Jakob disease and (sa105, sa104f, sa107, sa103, sa106, sa104, sa103) are all tax return forms.  

 

3.4.6.6 Improving Archive Quality 

Since the OCR processing of The Times Archive was not error free we applied an error 

correction heuristic that is described in detail in [TNZ+11] and we re-ran all experiments. We find 

that after running OCR error collection, the amount on unique terms is substantially decreased, 

which is also reflected in the dictionary recognition rate. More terms are recognized by the 

dictionary and are used in the graphs. This results in an increase in the number of clusters. On 

average there are 24% more clusters, however, considering only the period up to 1815 where 

we have many OCR errors, the clusters increase with 61%. The precision of the clusters are not 

substantially affected by the correction. In sum, we find more clusters which can be used for 

word sense evolution tracking without losing quality of the clusters. We conclude the OCR error 

correction works well but has room for improvement. 
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3.4.6.7 Assessment of the found terminology evolution 

We find word sense evolution by creating units and tracking these units. The results are set of 

clusters forming paths. These paths can represent longer periods of stable senses as well as 

periods containing evolution. Paths without evolution serve to give the user knowledge about a 

sense which may be long forgotten to the user. It may also serve to inform the user that the 

sense has been stable over time.  

In Table (ACNE) we find that the term “acne” has very similar meaning in 1897 as it does in 

2011. It also goes to show that “acne” was as large of a problem for people 200 years ago, as it 

is for people now. 

 

 

 

The example (AEROPLANE) shows evolution of the term “aeroplane”, each row represents one 

unit and the time span of the units are given by the first column. The first unit does not make any 

indications of an “aeroplane” being a carrier of weapons or a weapon in itself. However, during 

the time before World War II, we see a clear shift in meaning for the term, from a peaceful 

machine, towards a weapon.  

 

Year  Unit member  

1909-1911 Aeroplane,  balloon, airship 

1918-1919 Aeroplane, seaplane, airship, flying boat 

1936-1937 Artillery, bomb, aeroplane, rifle, tank, gun, machineguns  

 

Current LiWA TeVo technology is not yet mature to take one word and transform it into other 

words which were once used to refer to the same sense. Still we can see indications that word 

sense evolution can be used to solve this problem. Our paths and evolutions are laying the basis 

for this step. For the evolutionary path representing the term “yeoman” we can see that a sense 

stays the same while a primary key to that sense changes. This would be very similar to the St 

Petersburg example which has been presented in [TIR08]. The city of St Petersburg changes 

names from St. Petersburg � Petrograd � Leningrad �  St. Petersburg.  The context of the city 

stays the same, while the name of the city changes. The “yeoman” example works much in the 

same way. The Yeomen of the guard are royal body guards to the queen and the units serve to 

represent the Captaincy, which has always been regarded as an honorable post to fill. This 

example is close to the St. Petersburg example as it the context stays the same, same guards, 

same duty, (in this case, the terms “yeoman” and “captain”) while the name of their captain 

changes.  From this one can create a mapping showing that Lord Desborough � Lord 

Templemore � Lord Warden � Lord Shepard � Lord Newton � Lord Strabolgi. 

 

 

Year  Unit member  

1897-1900 Eczema, blackhead, acne, pimple, blotch 

1904-1905 Eruption, blackhead, pimple, eczema, acne 
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Year  Unit member  

1927-1928 Captain, chairman, lord desborough, yeoman 

1933-1944 Yeoman, captain, lord templemore 

1945-1947 Yeoman, captain, lord  warden 

1950-1951 Gentlemenat, captain, lord shepard 

1960-1961 Yeoman, captain, lord newton 

1975-1978 Lord strabolgi, captain, yeoman 

 

 

3.4.7 Applications of Semantic Evolution 

3.4.7.1 Terminology Evolution Browser 

In order to make the results of the language evolution process accessible, we devised a web 

service which allows for exploring the evolution of a given term. As running example we will use 

the term flight as discussed in the previous sections. After the user specifies the term of interest, 

we show all paths containing this term over time. As representative, we chose the term with the 

highest clustering coefficient (timeline on the left, Figure 28). Furthermore, we give the term 

frequency distribution of the term over time (on the right). 

By assessing the term frequency distribution, and possibly combined with a changing unit 

representative, the user can infer if a significant change of the word usage happened at a given 

point in time. 

To get a deeper understanding of the context of a given year, the user can simply select a 

representative to see all units (bottom, Figure 28). To even deeper assess a unit, clicking on the 

year shows the according graph. 
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Figure 28:The TeVo Browser User Interface showing the paths and term frequency distribution for the term ‘flight’ 

3.4.7.2 Search demonstrator with Query Reformulation 

In order to make use of the previously described analysis for searching Web archives, the full 

text search application of Internet Memory has been prototypically extended with a query 

reformulation method that is described next. 

 

Across-Time Semantic Similarity and Query Reformulation 

The query reformulation method is based on three desiderata criteria: semantic similarity (the 

query should be similar to its reformulation), coherence (terms in a query reformulation should 

make sense), and popularity (reformulated terms occurs often in the reformulated time). 

Similarity. How can we assess the semantic similarity between two terms when used at 

different times? As a running example, consider the two terms iPod@2011 and 

Walkman@1990, for which we would like to assess a high degree of semantic similarity, since 

both devices were the dominant portable music players at the respective time. Figure 29below 

shows the two terms with their respective frequently co-occurring terms. As apparent from the 

figure, simple co-occurrence between the two terms, as often used by query expansion 

techniques, is not helpful here—neither of the terms occurs frequently together with the 

respectively other term. Notice, though, the significant overlap between the terms that frequently 

co-occur with iPod@2011 and Walkman@1990 as, for instance, portable, music, and 

earphones. This significant overlap is a clear indication that the two terms are used in similar 

contexts at their respective. 
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Figure 29: Coocurring terms for Iod@2011 and Walkman@1990 

 

In our model, the across-time semantic similarity measure for query term u@R and its 

reformulation v@T is the probability value 

( ) ( ) ( )v@T|w@TPw@R|u@RP=v@T|u@RP
w

∑ . 

Coherence. Reformulations that have high similarity may by nonsensical. Given query Saint 

Petersburg Museum@2011, reformulation Leningrad Smithsonian@1990 has high similarity to  

Saint Petersburg@2011 and Museum@2011. However, putting together the two terms 

Leningrad and Smithsonian makes little sense, given that the Smithsonian Institution, which 

comprises different museums, is located in Washington D.C. We say that the reformulated terms 

are coherent, if they co-occur frequently, i.e, ( )v@T|u@TP is high. 

Popularity. Although, similarity and coherence as argued above are crucial desiderata, when 

determining good query reformulations, they still do not suffice. As an illustrating example, 

consider the reformulated query Saarbruecken Saarland Museum@1990. This query 

reformulation is reasonable with regard to similarity, since both Saarbruecken and Leningrad are 

cities and the Saarland Museum is a local museum. Also, with regard to coherence, the 

reformulated query is fine, given that the two terms Saarbruecken and Saarland Museum appear 

frequently together. However, it is unlikely, that this query reformulation is a satisfying 

reformulation that captures the user's information need, which could be to find about museums 

in large European cities. Therefore, we should take into account how often query terms in the 

reformulated query occur at the target time, to avoid constructing whimsical query reformulations 

as the one above. To this end, we aim reformulated query term that occur frequently, thus 

having a high popularity value defined as 

( ) ( ) ( )v@Tfrequ@Tfreq=u@TP
v

∑/ , 

where ( )v@Tfreq is the frequency of term v@T in the document collection. 

 

Experiments 

In this section we examine how much sense the terms considered to have high across-time 

semantic similarity make. For each of the five terms Pope Benedict, Starbucks, Linux, mp3, 

Joschka Fischer we ran query reformulation queries as of 2005 with the target time as of 1990. 

We present the ten terms considered most across-time semantically similar for the respectively 

specified reference and target time in the figure below. 
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Figure 30: Query reformulation 

 

Consider the term Pope Benedict in the second column. It is noteworthy that our method both 

identifies terms as similar that (i) relate to Pope Benedict's former name Joseph Ratzinger, but 

also (ii) to the Pope John Paul II who was pope in 1990. The term mp3  return terms relating to 

other music media such as Audio CD and Audio Tapes. However, there are also misleading 

terms such as Rockford files, which refers to a TV drama, are reported — because these terms 

are also often used in context with terms such as Files. Finally, for the term Foschka Fischer our 

method brings up terms related to Klaus Kinkel, the German foreign minister in 1995, and other 

foreign ministers, which makes sense given that Joschka Fischer was foreign minister in 2005. 

Again, some of the terms are misleading and relate to chess player Bobby Fischer — because of 

a strong connection through the common last name and thus frequent co-occurrence with 

Fischer. 
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4 LiWA’s Technologies at work 

Although LiWA is first and foremost a research project (the first of its kind in Web Archiving in 

the world), the results are already very valuable to practitioners of the field. 

Part of LiWA technology has been developed to address new or unresolved issues in Web 

archiving. This is the case for instance of the temporal coherence and the semantic evolution. In 

both domains, for the first time, LiWA has developed scientific methods and the components to 

test them on real data. This has been extremely useful in testing results on close-to real case 

scenario. For instance, Web archivists who have very demanding requirements in terms of 

authenticity can now rely on a solid basis to address the critical temporal coherence issue. Even 

more, they have access to open-source code to implement methods and algorithms developed 

in LiWA. 

Unusual for a STREP project, many of the LiWA technologies are in production phase, including 

the technology developed in WP2 (on archive’s completeness) and the methods developed for 

spam detection. This is mainly due to the fact that practitioners involved in the project (Internet 

Memory Foundation, Hanzo Archives, Beeld en Geluid and the National Library of Czech 

Republic) have played a key role in driving both the goal and the implementation of the 

technology in a remarkable symbiosis with the research teams involved.  

Some of the highlights and context of LIWA technology use are presented in this section. 
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4.1 Video capture and access on a web archive 

Archiving Video represents several challenges in term of capture and rendering to end-users. 

Videos are published online on websites using standard protocol or others protocols as RTMP 

(Real Time Messaging Protocol), MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service), or RSTP (Real 

TimeStreaming Protocol).  

To collect them crawl engineers define strategies and adapt them to each particular case. Video 

are preserved in the (W)ARC file ready to be serve to end user.At IM, the LIWA video capture 

module is used on a daily basis to fetch video served with streaming server. It has significantly 

improved the quality of archiving for video-centric sites (like broadcasters and TV sites for 

instance)  butalso for mainstream sites that use video hosting services (like Youtube). An 

example is presented below with a conference video between James Cameron (UK Prime 

Minister) and Mark Zukerberg (founder of Facebook) on Youtube. 

 

 

Figure 31: Live version of the conference 

 

Figure 32: Archive version of the conference. The only difference is the archive's video player. 
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4.2 Web Archive in the context of an Audio-Visual Archives 

BEG’s interest in Internet archiving is motivated by different use scenarios. The prototype 

application developed in LiWA reflects these different use scenarios and serves within the 

organization as proof of concepts that will be used as guidance for further development.To 

evaluate the application, ten professional curators/archivists from the institute, were asked to put 

oneself in the position of a curator, an archivist, or the general public, carry out some scenario 

specific tasks, and comment on the usability of the application in a survey. 

Audiovisual archiving scenario 

The first scenario is audiovisual (A/V) Internet archiving, the process of collecting audiovisual 

content from the internet. Basically, BEG’s target here is to select content that is representative 

for the Dutch internet video domain and would preferably select all internet content with a certain 

popularity, social relevance, quality, creativity or otherwise content that can be regarded as 

digital culture. Typically, curators weekly visit potential websites to download content manually.  

The first use scenario for LiWA technology, implemented in the Application Streaming, is to 

deploy this technology for (semi) automatic selection of Dutch audiovisual Internet content. 

Figure 33 shows a screenshot of the Application Streaming focusing on selecting crawled A/V 

internet content for archiving. The curator can select a time period (“Date”) and one of the 

domains that have been pre-selected for crawling regularly with a certain time interval. The 

interface then provides the curator with a tool to inspect both the contents of the A/V item and 

the webpage in which it was found. By selecting “Archive this video” (in the grey part on the right 

below the video), the curator starts an automated process that moves the item from a temporary 

storage to the Sound and Vision archive. Descriptions that surround the videos on the webpages 

are collected as well and will be attached to the metadata.  

 

 

Figure 33: Screenshot of LiWA application for selecting crawled A/V internet content for archiving 
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Evaluation 

In the user evaluation for this scenario, participants were positive about the usefulness of the 

applications, stressing with that the importance of archiving the right domains in the first place. 

Participants indicate that they the application would be very helpful to monitor new A/V content 

and that they would typically log-in every once in a while to check new available content. Playing 

around with the system, participants come up with additional requirements. One frequently 

mentioned requirement is that the application should provide information on whether a particular 

item was already archived -either via the application itself or directly via the regular television 

input stream workflow- or not. Another example is that curators would like to annotate selected 

items with selection justifications and such. Finally, the immediate availability on the result page 

of information on topics, people, and places occurring in the video is a hard requirement in order 

to prevent that curators need to navigate to the archived web page for every item. 

 

Context selection scenario 

In the second use scenario the focus is on context information. Web context is not only 

relevant for Internet video, but also for audiovisual content already flowing into the archive, being 

part of the business archive of the Dutch Public Broadcasters. In general, television broadcasts 

from the Public Broadcasters are available in the archive immediately after broadcasting. 

Typically, a few or more days later, professional archivist start generating metadata descriptions 

for this content. In this process, the web is frequently visited for relevant context information. 

Broadcaster’s website are favorite as these often contain descriptions, background stories, blogs 

or for a related to the archived item. However, relying on the internet for collecting context 

information has drawbacks. Firstly, context information may disappear: broadcaster’s websites 

are frequently updated, as information that was relevant with respect to the broadcast schedule 

last week, may not be relevant anymore today. Moreover, simply linking to relevant information 

sources on the internet is not possible due to the abovementioned dynamics of the web. An 

internet archive of relevant context sources would allow to create such links as the archive can 

regarded as persistent. Note that the linking of archived web data to audiovisual content could 

also be replaced by a mechanism that extracts relevant context from websites in raw text format 

to store this in a database (at BEG referred to as “contextdatabase”) that can in turn be related 

to archival content (or a series of archival content). In Figure 34, shows a screenshot of the 

LiWA Application Streaming for searching relevant context information in crawled internet 

content. In this example, the archivist searches for context information on a person (“Welten”) 

appearing in a television show of “Pauw and Witteman”. The archivist is presented with results 

from among others a blog. By selecting one of the results the archivist can view the archived 

webpage (see Figure 3) and save a text version of the contents of the webpage for use in the 

archiving process. In the current application this text is e-mailed to the archivist (see Figure 35). 
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Figure 34: Screenshot of LiWA application for searching relevant context information in crawled internet content. 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Screenshot of archived webpage that can be consulted by a professional archivist to harvest relevant 

context information 

 

 

Figure 36: Screenshot of the part of the application that lets an archivist save a textual version of a webpage that will 

be send via email 
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Evaluation 

In general the evaluation participants of this scenario endorse the added value of an application 

that provides access to ‘old’ internet content and are satisfied with the search functionality 

provided. However, in the process of really playing around with a practical system, meant for 

their own use, in a realistic scenario, participants come up with a number of additional 

requirements and suggestions for improvement.  An obvious requirement from an archivist 

workflow perspective is the availability of links to relevant contemporary web sources such as 

WikiPedia or Sound and Vision wiki (on broadcast related topics), and internal information 

sources such as the NISV catalogue. Moreover, precision of the search results is an evident 

requirement from a NISV user perspective, which emphasizes the need for tools for context 

specific indexing of archived web content. Finally, the interesting suggestion came out of the 

survey to analyze search behaviour of end users of the NISV catalogue for the decision process 

which web pages to crawl to be archived. 

 

Preservation scenario 

A third use scenario that is relevant in the context of a cultural heritage institute such as BEG is 

related to preservation. From a social cultural perspective it can be argued that it is important to 

preserve (public) broadcasters related websites for future generations (for research or 

nostalgia). For the same reason, BEG collected (nearly) all program guides that have been 

published since the end of the 19th century. In the Netherlands, every public broadcaster has its 

own program magazine that contains the program schedule (“what’s on”) and various 

background types of stories. From a certain point of view, the broadcast websites are 

increasingly becoming a replacement of the ‘good old’ program guides. In the Application 

Streaming the ‘nostalgia’ view on broadcast web archiving is represented in the part of the 

application that is referred to as ‘Temporal site map’. Figure 36shows a screenshot of the 

temporal site map of a specific domain. The user can browse the depth of the site on the 

horizontal axes, and the temporal dimension (older/newer versions of a page) on the vertical 

axes. 

 

Figure 37: Screenshot of the LIWA application for browsing through the history of archived pages 
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Evaluation 

Most participants of the evaluation indicated that the temporal sitemap was reasonably intuitive 
and an interesting view on domains that have been archived over a longer period of time. It was 
noted that there may be a concern when the sitemap or layout of a website changes drastically. 
Also, participants agreed in general that visual attractiveness and usability could be improved. 
Visual improvements could be including zoom functions or a functionality that resembles Mac 
OS X’s coverflow. On the usability level, it was suggested to include the possibility to search by 
date and to view more then one domain at a time, for example for visual comparison purposes. 
 
 

Evaluation conclusion 

On the basis of the evaluation it can be concluded that in general the applicability of Internet 
archiving for the Sound and Vision use scenarios is endorsed. No problems were reported on 
accessing webpages and audiovisual content crawled with LiWA technology. Most of the 
requests for improvement are related to the specific use of the Internet archive within the three 
scenarios. Most directly related to the archiving part of the application is the topic of extracting 
information from the webpages and to deploy this content for either indexing or clustering (e.g., 
relate to other internet/local sources, link to items in NISV catalogue). This is specifically an 
issue in the audiovisual archiving scenario as it is difficult to relate an audiovisual item on a 
webpage to the proper description (if it exists) on the same webpage. As a result, audiovisual 
items are typically inaccurately described on the basis of the context of the full webpage in which 
it was found.  
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4.3 How can an existing, quality focus, web archiving workflow be 

improved? 

The National library of the Czech Republic (NLP) has been building its web archive12 since 2000. 

The archive is focused on „bohemical“ web resources, i.e. websites which are related to the 

Czech Republic or its people. The „bohemicality“ of a website is assessed based on a 

combination of criteria such as its content, language, place of publication and author’s or 

publisher’s nationality. At the core of the archive is a highly selective archive of quality websites, 

all handpicked by curators. This part of the archive is open to general public and can be 

accessed from the WebArchiv project website. Since there is no legal deposit regarding 

electronic online publications in the Czech Republic, permissions allowing public access have to 

be sought from publishers. The selective archive is complemented by fully-automated, large-

scale, broad crawls of the national TLD .cz and experiments are currently being carried out with 

crawling based on automated detection of „bohemical“ content located on other, generic TLDs. 

Access to the data from broad crawls is limited only to registered library users from dedicated 

terminals on the library premises. The combination of these approaches – selective archive and 

broad crawls – allows the NLP to achieve as comprehensive coverage of the „bohemical“ web 

publications as possible. 

Since the project inception, a priority has been put on making the archive as much open as 

possible and providing free online access to it as a public service. It is therefore crucial that the 

content is archived in a maximum possible completeness and quality – a task that is also one of 

the major motivations behind the LiWA project. To this end, the NLP strives to control the quality 

of archived websites from the selective harvests. This manual, laborious and time-consuming 

process, often referred to as quality assurance or simply QA, basically requires visual inspection 

of all harvested websites by the project staff and correction of found errors or omissions. 

Unfortunately, except for some browser plug-ins or extensions such as the Web Developer13, 

there are not many useful tools, which would help, facilitate the process and there is not much 

scope for automating it, neither. 

It was very encouraging to see that the LiWA WP 4 – Archive coherence has brought a 

surprising and unexpected by-product in this respect: the results of a crawl’s temporal coherence 

analysis can be used to generate a graphical representation of a website in the form of nodes 

representing individual pages and links between them (see Figure 38). The colours of the nodes 

indicate whether pages have changed during the crawl (or, more precisely, between the initial 

crawl and a re-crawl). It is very interesting to see for the first time how a website looks like – not 

in terms of graphical design but in terms of its logical structure. Some of these graphs are in fact 

little pieces of web art, but more importantly, they have a potential to reveal some irregularities 

or problems, such as crawler traps or missing pages. In addition, the distribution of the nodes’ 

colour in the graph can indicate a rough estimate of the rate of change of the website.  

 

                                                

12
 WebArchiv <http://webarchiv.cz/> 

13
http://chrispederick.com/work/web-developer/ 
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Figure 38 Temporal coherence analysis of a website 

 

Using the graphs for QA could bring some benefits as they can alert the curators to the 

existence of crawler traps and other quality issues, which are easy to miss during manual QA. 

This could be used to make QA less laborious and time consuming as the curators could first 

visually assess the website and then concentrate on the most problematic parts. Figure 39 

shows a mock-up integration of the graphs with the WA Admin curator tool used at the NLP. The 

graphs are inserted into the QA forms, thus allowing the curators a quick visual inspection. 

Clicking on the graph will bring up an interactive version of it from Figure 38in which the graph 

can be navigated and zoomed. Hovering over a node displays the node’s URL. 

 

 

Figure 39 Integration of the TC module into WA Admin 
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4.4 Corporate Web Archive for Legal, Brand Development, and 

Marketing 

Hanzo has the first fully supported, commercial, web archiving products that enable archiving of 

any type of web-published information, independent of the underlying publishing system and 

template technology. Hanzo is the leader in this market worldwide (both in technology and 

market share), most of its clients being based in the US. 

With Hanzo Enterprise web archiving solutions, businesses can: 

• Archive any type of web material to a clearly defined and managed archive policy; 

• Capture the whole of their web presence in a time-structured archive; 

• Retain the archive according to their records management policies; 

• Preserve archive content, metadata and other records in an authentic, admissible form; 

• Organise, search, review and export to litigation support teams and opposing parties. 

 

 

Figure 40: Capture of the Coca-Cola Website by Hanzo Archives 

The most well known brand in the world, Coca Cola, has a huge and complex web presence, 

specially oriented to marketing. Hanzo has been selected to operate a web archiving services. 

Hanzo capture hundredsof websites around the world, enabling the company to preserve their 

web marketing and communications investments for future use, in legal, brand development and 

marketing campaign development. Uniquely, Hanzo are able to capture the most challenging of 

web content, including dynamic websites, video, and Flash. In an interesting recent 

development, the company have moved several of the websites into the cloud entirely, utilising 

Twitter, Facebook and YouTube extensively. Fortunately Hanzo Archives' technology is able to 

capture social web content and preserve it in the same was as regular websites. 
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Figure 41: Capture of FaceBook profile of Coca by Hanzo Archives. 

 

 

A representative of the company stated “Websites now contain unique information that doesn’t 

exist in any other form. While we can exhaustively capture advertisements, TV commercials, 

print, etc., we had so far not found a product that could successfully capture our websites. We 

are very excited by Hanzo’s capabilities.” 

The LiWA project has been key to support Hanzo’s effort to develop the technology, especially in 

execution-based crawling to achieve these results. 
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5 Conclusion and Outlook 

During the LiWA project many new approaches have been developed to address major issues in 

Web archiving and archive accessibility. Unusual for a STREP project, many of the LiWA 

technologies are in production phase, including the technology developed in WP2 (on archive’s 

completeness) and the methods developed for spam detection. This is mainly due to the fact 

that practitioners involved in the project (Internet Memory Foundation, Hanzo Archives, Beeld en 

Geluid and the National Library of Czech Republic) have played a key role in driving both the 

goal and the implementation of the technology in a remarkable symbiosis with the research 

teams involved.  

Since the web is an ever-evolving information space and playground for new technologies 

regular adaptations of developed technologies and also more research activities are necessary 

to preserve the web for the future. Also LiWA adapted its R&D activity to address some new 

trends, e.g. to preserve Twitter feeds by using APIs based crawling or to support the crawling of 

YouTube media files embedded into Web pages, which was not foreseen at the beginning of the 

project. 

LiWA can be seen as a starting point for a number of new activities in the field of Web archiving 

and Web preservation. The sheer size, complexity and dynamics of the Web make high quality 

Web archiving still an expensive and time-consuming challenge. Therefore new crawling 

strategies are necessary that focus on content completeness in term of opinions, topics or 

entities rather than following a “crawl-everything” strategy like today. 

The new Integrated Project ARCOMEM (From Collect-All Archives to Community Memories) 

leverages the Social Web for content appraisal and selection. It will show how social media can 

help archivists select material for inclusion, providing content appraisal via the social web. 

Furthermore social media mining will be used to enrich archives, moving towards structured 

preservation around semantic categories and ARCOMEM will look at social, community and 

user-based archive creation methods.  

Beside preservation also a deeper understanding of the Internet content characteristics (size, 

distribution, form, structure, evolution, dynamic) is necessary to support innovative Future 

Internet applications. The European funded project LAWA (Longitudinal Analytics of Web 

Archive data) will build an Internet-based experimental testbed for large-scale data analytics. Its 

focus is on developing a sustainable infrastructure, scalable methods, and easily usable 

software tools for aggregating, querying, and analysing heterogeneous data at Internet scale. 

Particular emphasis will be given to longitudinal data analysis along the time dimension for Web 

data that has been crawled over extended time periods. 

As results of these projects and others in the continuation of LIWA, a better understanding of the 
Web will be achieved and high quality Web archives can be provided to researchers of various 
disciplines as well as for the large public. 
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6 Annexes 

6.1 Annex Semantic Evolution Detection 

New York Times Annotated Corpus as a Reference Corpus 

The NYT corpus contains over 1.8 million articles written and published by the New York Times 

between January 1, 1987 and June 19, 2007. In our experiments we use the first 20 years and 

consider each as a separate dataset. Each year contains an average of 90000 documents.  

The number of white space separated tokens range from 42.3 million in 1994 to 55.4 million in 

2000. In total we found 1 billion tokens. 

When considering the length of an article, we count the number of terms in the article. A term is 

a space separated single word. The average length of an article is 539 tokens with a steady 

increase from 490 tokens in 1987 to 591 in 2006.  

 

Figure42:Dictionary Recognition Rate using WordNet and Aspell for NYT corpus. 

 

We start by looking at the dictionary recognition rate for WordNet and Aspell shown in Figure42. 

As we can see, the behaviors of is very steady over the entire dataset as can be expected when 

there is a large sample of text without OCR errors present. For Aspell the mean value of the 

dictionary recognition rate is 96.5% with a standard variation of 0.1% and for WordNet the 

corresponding values are 59.4% ± 0.2%. Adding stop words to the WordNet dictionary would 

increase the WordNet recognition rate to 94.6% ± 0.2%. This indicates that on average, 35% of 

the terms in the NYT corpus are stop words.  

Because nouns are later needed for graph creation, we measure the portion of terms recognized 

as nouns by WordNet. Again the behavior is steady with mean and standard variation of 46% ± 

0.02%. This indicates that almost every other term of the NYT corpus is recognized by WordNet 

as a noun. To measure the suitability of TreeTagger as a lemmatizer we measure the proportion 

of nouns for which TreeTagger could find a lemma. On average, 29% pm 0.4% of the terms in 
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the NYT corpus fit that description. Based on the WordNet noun count, an average of 63% of all 

nouns could be lemmatized by TreeTagger. However, it is possible that the remaining 37% are 

proper nouns and thus do not have lemmas.  

The resulting graphs for the NYT corpus range from 56000 to 87000 unique relations. The 

smallest graph corresponds to 1994 and the largest graph to 2000 which are also the years with 

lowest and highest amount of articles. The number of unique terms in the graphs range between 

29000 to 42000 terms where again min and max correspond to 1994 and 2000.  

We cluster the graphs using the curvature clustering algorithm with a clustering coefficient of 0.3. 

Om average we find 1327 clusters per year. The dependency between the number of clusters 

and the unique terms in the graph is high with a correlation value of 0.74.  

Finally we evaluate the clusters found for the NYT corpus. We start by noting that on average 

50% of our clusters contain at least two WordNet terms and thus participate in the evaluation. 

This translates to an average of 655 clusters per year.  The precision for these clusters are high 

with an average of 84.6% ± 1.7%. To give some examples of clusters that pass the evaluation: 

''guinea bird horse coyote'' are labeled with mammal#n#1, which represents the first noun sense 

of mammal in WordNet. The cluster ''car minivan truck pickup'' is labeled with truck#n#1 and 

''son brother cousin aunt'' is labeled with relative#n#1.  

Among clusters that could not be evaluated we find clusters like ''suleyman demirel, prime 

minister, bulent ecevit'' representing Turkish politicians, ''mickey rourke, bob hoskins, alan bate'' 

representing actors and ''eddiehunter, running, dennis bligen'' represent football players who 

played as running backs. 

 

 

 

 


